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Abstract

key words: Life Fire Safety Engineering, developmental syntax,
symbiosis, facilities management.

This thesis is primarily a theoretical examination of people
environment relationships directed towards the performance requirements
of buildings for human occupation. It commences with a review of
extant behavioural models used in the fields of Life Fire Safety
Engineering and Wayfinding. The review includes several other
interconnected disciplines and areas of interest such as space syntax and
cognitive science.

Extant behavioural models are described as essentially mechanical
however there is also another, less familiar and not yet fully understood,
symbiotic model. The symbiotic model is expanded and a new form of
spatial analysis, developmental syntax, presented. Symbiotic models
seem capable of providing a theoretical base for both the mechanical and
also more subtle and complex relationships between space, social
interaction and personal knowledge.

Case studies are included as tentative explorations of developmental
syntax and the symbiotic model in use and recommendations are made for
further research into both developmental syntax and the symbiotic model.
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biological complexity•

A.	 Introduction

1.	 prOcessing.

The review of human behaviour in Life Fire Safety Engineering

(LFSE) (in sections II and III volume 1) revealed a profound lack of

understanding regarding processing. In spite of LFSE research papers in

1978 (Stahl.F.1978) encouraging a review of cognitive science and ecological

perception (Gibson.J.J.1979). LFSE researchers have generally assumed that

computer simulation of behaviour in LFSE is capable of validating design

because it will eventually be capable of imitating human behaviour. This

assumption is based upon their belief in evidence as the means by which

individuals may be understood and modelled. This assumption perpetuates a

model based on static and exact systems rather than dynamic relationships

between random phenomena.

Research into wayfinding, reviewed in section III, Volume 1, has

exposed a profound psychological differentiation between phenomena encoded

by individuals and phenomena presented in the form of spatial extension.

This differentiation emerges as different embodiment of similar places

(Lynch.K.1960) (Carr.S. et.al .1969) by way of the different significance

placed upon similar features. The alternative appreciation of embodiment

has been discussed and described as a dynamic interaction resulting from

symbiosis [li. Research in the fields of ecological perception

(Neisser.U. 1976) and developmental psychology (Grene.M.1993) explains

how individuals are differentiated by their development over time in terms of
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the values given to social and spatial phenomena. 	 These values affect

cognition of an image and any alteration to embodiment as a result of further

symbiotic interactions.
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A2.	 Embodiment.

The fact that an individual can be encouraged, by teaching and

learning, to act predictably following a specific stimulus has been a

phenomenon of both human and animal behaviour. It demonstrates the

development of a link between social phenomena and embodiment and the use

of that link to produce defined actions. Whilst this link may be encouraged

by training and rehearsal it is only part of the relationship which may exist

between a person and their surroundings. Typical cause and effect

relationships in human psychology occur in knee jerk reactions where the

nervous system develops genetically in the early stages of neural and social

development. During a knee jerk reaction nervous energy is almost

simultaneously transmitted to the cortex but the action is triggered by

deterministic neural connections. In theory these types of connections relate

to live/die developments in the very long term interaction between genes and

the world at large. They do not change much during each individual lifetime

but they can be mutated at the cellular level in various ways (La Barre.W.

1955).

Research into perception has indicated that more complex responses

exist which are not so simple as a knee jerk. The historical development of

the individual has been shown to modify cognition. Individuals encode

spatial phenomena in different ways which can omit or alter features which

might otherwise be assumed to produce a reaction as simple as the knee jerk

reaction. In addition responses to developed cognition are capable of further
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modification by the context or "fit" of the feature into new circumstances.

Further modification may take place as a result of the context in which the

individual is located within their surroundings on a symbiotic basis. A final

modification can include the relationship of embodiment to some phenomenon

such as 'self image' or 'personality' or identity of "self" (Jopling.D.A.1998)

which may then be further modified by place, context and global conditions.

In these kinds of interactions location, self and other phenomena are provided

with 'meaning' by embodiment in what we sense as consciousness. The

relationship of the individual to both place and context can be modified by,

and may depend upon, the embodiment of the individual. Because of this

embodiment neither place nor place+context can produce an entirely

predictable outcome in terms of these interactions. Thus embodiment brings

to any spatial location a randomness quite outside any assumption that a

person is universal.

In the five categories of computer simulation of escape behaviour in

twenty seven extant models available for review in Life Fire Safety

Engineering (Gwynne.S. 1998) each category assumes that external

phenomena, spatial or social, is an objective part of processing. In those

models using psychological data this is introduced to models in such a way

that the individual is assumed to process spatial and social phenomena

symbolically rather than interactively and symbiotically. Even the more

sophisticated models which include psychology and degrees of individual

variation, are therefore closed and exact systems. The essential characteristic

of individuals is that they are immersed and interactive within an open system

or symbiosis.
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A3.	 The concept of experience.

Individuals embody experience of spatial and social phenomena during

their lifetime. Models in which the perceptual link is based on universal

features of space and social relationships are clearly in difficulties when

presented with the facts of embodiment. These difficulties are only enhanced

when symbols replace the actual spatial features. Symbols add to the aporia

of exact relationships.	 Both place and context have been shown to be

understood on an embodied basis related to experience encoded over time.

The idea that experience is common amongst all humans, or even within a

geographical group, is not sufficiently complex globally to explain the

differentiations between individuals developed in diverse backgrounds and

social contexts.

It must be apparent that since embodiment leads to aporic situations

there can be both order and randomness between different individuals and the

exact 'meaning' of the same features of spatial extension. Embodiment is an

encoding of the interactive relationships between complex phenomena and the

encoded history of those relationships as experienced by the discrete

individual.
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A4.	 Unity.

The ability of individuals to rapidly encode interrelated spatial and

social phenomena, manipulate encoded experience and do so at a young age is

demonstrated in research work by Hazen (Hazen.N.L.1982). The point

which Tolman (Tolman.E.C.1932) makes concerning cognitive maps

(manipulation of encoded experience) is a point illustrated by Lynch, that it is

possible for individuals to encode spatial features over a range relating to

their embodiment rather than the fact of features being exposed. Rather than

'map reading' individuals are known to be able to carry out complex

manipulations of encoded experiences. Part of this psychological

phenomenon is the phenomenon of 'mental rotation' referred to in research

literature and common to the experience of many individuals

(Shepherd.et.al .1982) including the early blind so that it cannot be only a

visual process. This suggests that rather than some epiphenomenal encoding,

which is to say some 'mental image' it is more likely that the manipulations

are the result of neural activity.

Social intervention, the manufacture of social relationships, a culture,

can be understood as the prescribed actions of individual orchestrated by

agents who make and enforce rules and behaviours (Goffman.E. 1963).

Ordering and ordered individuals fall into the category of the culturally

ordered (including concepts of punishment and reward within that culture).

Entropic individuals on the other hand fall outside this order by actively

exploring or passively forgetting.	 It is possible to understand three
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categories relating embodiment to spatial and social phenomena.

1

	

	
Spatial logic relating to spatial configuration in terms of how

it allows for movement, location and rules.

2. Social logic relating to the configuration of rules, locations

and movements between people and other animate entities.

3. Embodied logic relating to the personal configurations of

rules, locations and movements relative to encoding and bodily

features of the individual.

The relationship may be built up into more complex relationships

between the three logical relationships. Experiences may be 'slotted in' and

alter embodied configurations. This simple analysis of the types of

configurations would seem to included all the possible changes which might

be experienced. Spatial is that of spatial extension, social that of other

individuals and animate entities as covariant interactions, subjective is the

embodiment configurations altering within itself.

The hypothetical categorisation of three forms of logic must not be

confused with actual systems as a symbiotic phenomenon without agency of

any kind. Richardson (Richardson.K.1999) suggests that embodiment is

capable of encoding covariant hyperstructures, multiple nested groups of

covariant features which the individual discovers in spacetime through the

agency of perception.

"the only reliable information available in

natural experience consists of nested
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covariations or hyperstructures and it is these

which need to be registered in a

representational system. Such

representational hyperstructures can exhibit

emergence of novel structures and evolution

into higher forms of representation such as

object concepts and even and social schemas.

Together these can provide high levels of

predictability"

The categorisation of three forms of logic hypothesised above,

together with Dr. Richardson's hypothesis of covariant features and

hyperstructures, shows how order can emerge as features of symbiosis. This

is directly opposed to the assumption of extant models of simulation that the

logic exists as a static system. As Kenneth Boulding suggested the description

of autopoiesis is startlingly similar to planning, but is not planning.
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A5.	 The cultural medium.

The relationship between the three categories of spatial logic, social

logic and embodied logic is open to interaction within a cultural medium. A

cultural medium here is seen as a complex combination of the three kinds of

logical phenomena linking prediction to larger covariant hyperstructures.

Clearly chaos is a likely commonplace resulting from one or other of the

phenomena failing to synchronise in the predicted manner or at all. This can

be seen as a failure to apply prescriptive controls and equally as a failure to

recognise covariance in one or more of the covariant phenomena. The more

the individual places energy into spacetime, the it moves around in space, the

more exposure is likely unless all phenomena are synchronised iteratively (in

cycles). The iterations must apply to all three kinds of phenomena for the

synchronisation to become entirely predictive. The theory in this model

allows for the extant model used by simulation in LSFE at its most

sophisticated. The essential difference between this model and the LFSE

model extant is that the latter does NOT allow for its failures, repeatedly

instanced in empirical findings as the ambiguity of spatial features and social

codes. These latter failures are less commonly reported because the cultural

medium of the LFSE model is prescribed within a cultural medium but we

could perhaps refer to linguistic science for an insight which is lacking in

LFSE.

In the case of linguistic science we may observe that language is

common to the human species in an advanced form (Bickerton.D.1995) in
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over 4000 expressions. All of these may be described in terms of a syntax

which is essentially the same in all cases save for the sequence of the elements

(Chomsky.N.1957). The building blocks are phonemes of which there are a

total of two hundred and fifty seven (Pinker.S.1994), the 'maximum'

currently thought available to the individual phenotype (individual produced

from the human gene pool). These 257 phonemes may be combined in

various ways by the use of tongue, teeth, lips, nasal and oral cavities, lungs

etc. into the orders which emerge as different orders to 4 X iO3

Processing and programming has been the subject of much more

debate in linguistics than it has in LFSE partly perhaps because the

phenomenon of aporia is more apparent in modern languages than in Life

Fire Safety. Linguistic arguments are common even within the same

language and conflicts over the meaning of words is a familiar (and aporic)

phenomenon hence the use of, and need for, dictionaries. In the case of built

form and people however the debate has been far more experimentally based

in the laboratory than in the field. Ecological perception has attempted to

ratify that position however the relationship between spatial qualities and the

production of enclosures has not received much attention.

The traditional production of enclosure is dealt with in the early parts

of section VI below. The lack of attention by the producers of enclosure to

psychological considerations, ecological considerations and the developmental

"self' have produced a cultural medium in engineering and architecture which

understands a pictorial image and the concepts of perception and cognition as
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one and the same. The finding of the linguists, however, is that such an

understanding ignores all that has been discovered about our physiology. In

order to appreciate the complexity of the physiology the next section (below)

provides a basic appreciation of the senses in physiological terms so that the

reader can appreciate the complexity of our human biology.

The sections below provide an understanding of the senses, a more

scientific basis of interaction between the various elements within a cultural

medium and an appreciation of how a cultural medium may be understood in

ways which go beyond the existing geometrical and technological mechanisms

used by architects, engineers and the construction industry in general. If

there is a cultural medium at all, then there must be elements which act as

building blocks such as the phonemes and syntactic structures found in

language and which provide the low-order covariance on which to build

larger and covariant hyperstructures which emerge as culture. The reason

for investigating the physiology in such depth here below is to try to

appreciate the kind of unit which might place individuals 'in charge' of

manipulating the 'building blocks' so that production of built form,

occupation of built form, appreciation of built form and social use of built

form can all use the same model of behaviour. This would be human

autopoiesis as a dynamic and random process which contains the potential for

prediction and thus the building of larger covariant hyperstructures.
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B.	 Features of the body.

1.	 the nerve cell and axons.

Biology has only recently decoded DNA (Crick and Watson in 1957)

(Mayr.E.1982) and only slightly less recently discovered DNA ( Avery in

1937).

DNA is able to split in a process called transcription so as to produce

messenger RNA (mRNA) from cellular material. In a further process called

translation ribosomes take the mRNA and using amino acids from cellular

material produce protein which immediately takes its place in the body. The

raw materials for the entire process come from the food we eat, water we

drink and air we breathe. The body is constantly repaired, altered and

amended by a process of birth and death of its cells and cell parts. The brain

is no exception except that no extra brain cells are created to replace the

dying cells but axonal connections can increase and are known to be able to

provide 100,000 synaptic clefts for each neurone.

Diagram V.1 shows a diagrammatic cell with axonal connections.

The cell has a dendritic spine, a main body, an axon and synaptic clefts. The

axon from one cell creates a synaptic cleft on another cell in various places,

particularly on dendrites. There are around 100,000,000,000 neurones in

the cortex. (Churchland.P.M.1995).
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DIAGRAM V: 1

CELLS IN THE ENCODING MECHANISM A

C
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Part A illustrates the transcription and translation into protein out of DNA and the raw
materials within the cell itself.

Part B shows a diagrammatic neuron or nerve cell with a dendritic spine and an axon which
divides into two in this diagrammatic version. In fact axons outnumber neurons by
1000:1 and dendritic spines are more numerous than 1:1 as shown.

Part C shows a diagrammatic connection between axon and dendrite known as a synaptic
connection and illustrating the synaptic cleft between the two. Axons connect in many
different ways, not only to dendrites and dendritic spines.

DIAGRAM V.1
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B2.	 More about nerve cells and axons.

The ability to assess the total number of cells in the brain is made

available by the electron microscope and techniques of staining. The total

number is around one hundred billion cells plus the synaptic clefts. Every

single connection can be strong or weak or anything in between and very

small excitations of around say 100 out of say 25,000 connections can be

enough to fire off an impulse from a cell.

the global configuration of these cells and

connections is very important for the individual

who has them, for that idiosyncratic set of

connection strengths determines how the brain

reacts to the sensory information it receives,

how it responds to the emotional states it

encounters and how it plots its future

behaviour" "the number of configurations very

roughly is 10 1 OO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO	 Compare this

with the measure of only 1087 cubic metres

standardly estimated for the volume of the

entire astronomical universe."

(Churchland. P.M .op.cit)

Exposure to phenomena alters not only the strengths of the various

connections but also stimulates growth of axons by the manufacture of

protein.	 Similarly lack of stimulations results in the demise of axons as
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protein returns to its amino acids and back to the raw materials for growth.

The variation is strengths provides a plasticity to the response to experience

and Diagram V.2 shows how the synaptic cleft allows various strengths of

signal to cross between axon and dendrite from fast and lots to slow and little.

In addition to the neurons, the cells of the nervous system, there are

cells called glia cells which include those sheathing the axons in a process

called myelination (Blakemore.C.1998). Myelination is an insulation of the

axon with the effect that it speeds up the transmission of impulses along the

axons which are myelinated (Kapit.W.et.al . 1987).

The major differentiation between neuronal cells and their axonal

connections is the exact pattern of incoming connections and the distribution

of outgoing signals to other cells (Blakemore.C.op.cit)- 	 -

"the development of the brains of higher

mammals involves an interplay between the

slavish instantiation of innate configurations and

subtle influences from the environment of the

animal, steering the course of development and

hence imposing order and constraint on the

structure and function of the brain (P.30)."

Although the fact that specific sensory organs are responsible for

sensing particular metric phenomenon such as light or sound energy has been

understood since the 5th Century BC (Blakernore.C.op.cit) the concept of

more subtle processing, incorporating experience by way of incorporating
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CELLS IN THE ENCODING MECHANISM B.
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Part A shows a diagrammatic version of convergence and divergence illustrating how a
single cell can both receive impulses from more than one cell and transmit impulses to more
than one cell. Given the proliferation of axons over neurons it should be clear that cells
can transmit and receive through connections to a great number of other cells. This
attribute is called plasticity.

Part B shows the transmission and reception mechanism across the synaptic cleft. The
strength of the signal varies so that not only is there a configuration of connections between
axons and cells but also a variation of the signal intensity and urgency between fast and
frequent to slow and infrequent. Transmission is also enhanced if the axon is myelinated

DIAGRAM V.2
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encoding was not fully appreciated until recently (Darnasio.A.R.1994). The

point to appreciate here is that it is the appreciation, rather than the fact of,

parallel processing which is new and thus most of the assumptions concerning

perception and cognition are in need of reappraisal where based upon the old

modular concepts and serial processing of data related to those separate

modules. That modular concept has given way to the concept of unitary

consciousness and centres of manipulation of data.

Diagram V.3 illustrates the combination of neurons and axonal

connections in ways which allow the growth of complex configurations and

valuations at intermediate positions by linking stimuli to more than a single

neuron. More complex illustrations of neuronal connections are not included

since the point of this section is to provide the reader with material

descriptions against which they may judge the ideas of encoding covariant and

low-order features of phenomena perceived through experience around which

higher order hyperstructures may be configured.
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DIAGRAM V: 3

CELLS IN THE ENCODING MECHANISM C

E

Part A shows the effect of stimulation upon an imaginary and diagrammatic arrangement of
cells so that axonal connections become greater and faster following the original
stimulation. Subsequently a partial stimulation may arouse full stimulation which is the
effect of partial or full cognition of the previous stimulation.

Part B shows the way in which cellular connections can diverge rather than be single
connections relative to even one single stimulus or feature. whilst we may consciously
perceive a colour the axonal connections may be across several cells. This feature of
divergence allows intermediate values of, in this case a colour, to be valued as in between
two previous evaluations. This is known as distributed memory.

DIAGRAM V.3
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B3.	 The unification of the senses.

Diagrams V.4 to 10 illustrate the senses, including balance as a sense

which seems necessary if movement is part of an interaction with

surroundings. The diagrams are interpretations from various text books,

most of which take their subject areas very much further than required by

this dissertation. An example of the more complex texts reporting research

into, for example, vision, is by de.Valois (de.Valois. 1990).

"Since vision has become so fragmented into

many sub areas, each with its own problems and

microtheories, the field as a whole has had little

to unify it or give it structure. .. .this has

recently changed as a result of two

developments. One is the introduction of the

techniques of linear systems analysis to the

study of both psychophysical and physiological

problems in vision. The other is the evidence,

both psychophysical and physiological, for

multiple spatial channels in the visual system.

These developments have given us the hope of

being able to interrelate physiology and

psychophysics, as far as early visual processing

of spatial information is concerned and to give a

coherent picture of the transformations that

occur in	 the initial	 visual	 stages
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DIAGRAM V: 4

THE SENSE OF BALANCE
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The cochlea shown in the top right hand sector of the illustration has three canals which
contain fine hair like extensions washed over by a fluid which produces movement of the
hairs in response to movement of the head either in a rocking, swivelling or nodding
direction, A, B or C in the planar diagram in the top left of the illustration AND ALSO
detects movement of the whole body in the case of acceleration in any direction.

DIAGRAM V.4
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THE SENSE OF VISION A
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A simple diagrammatic illustration of the eyeball shows the retina and optic nerve with two
illustrations at the bottom of the page showing the retina broken down into its component
cells of mostly cones at the fovea or central visual portion of the eye and a mixture of cones
and mostly rods towards the periphery.

The small diagram to the left of the eyeball shows the distribution of cones and rods from
the fovea outwards to give an indication of the colour sensitive central fovea, the contrast
sensitive surrounding area of rods and the reducing number of cells towards the periphery
of the retina.
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THE SENSE OF VISION B
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This illustration is included merely to illustrate the complex nature of the connections
between the retina and the visual cortex. Although there is a point to point relationship
between retina and cortex the allocation of cells is not 1:1 areally - more cells within the
cortex are allocated to the fovea. In addition the [ayers routing sensory association and
complex visual analysis and additional connections to other cortical centres rely upon
retinal distinctions which are thought to be more than simply visual characteristics as
featured in old science textbooks and to rely upon frequency analysis and distance
perception which in effect means surface and form analysis.

DIAGRAM V.6
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DIAGRAM V: 7

THE SENSE OF VISION C

The eyes do not see a photographic image but move in what are called saccadas, darting
movements between points of focus, and build up a stimulation which is maintained in the
brain even though the head moves around so that focus can be on a moving image or a
fixed point while the head moves (it is not possible to move the focus evenly (tracking)
over a plain surface without a moving source to follow and the retinal image is actually
reversed even though we perceive it the right way up). This illustration is taken from
Varela's work showing connections in the visual pathway of mammals at the thalamic level
and indicating that much of the perception is influenced by embodied configurations rather
than the perceived surroundings as such. (Varela.F. The embodied mind. MIT. 1991)
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DIAGRAM V: 8

THE SENSE OF HEARING
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The sense of hearing is directional by virtue of the fact that sound travels at a specific speed
and thus arrives in one ear on one side of the head and the other ear according to the
relationship between the source of sound and the direction the head is in. The range of
sounds heard by the ear is extremely broad and this range diminishes with age.
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DIAGRAM V: 9

CHEMICAL TASTE AND SMELL
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The senses of taste and smell are chemically based providing reactions to the molecular and
atomic structure of substances coming into contact with sensors in the nasal cavity for
smell and on the tongue for taste. The valences or values of taste buds having only four
dimensions of taste, sweet, salt, sour and bitter but say a factor of ten for the strength or
weakness of each dimension illustrates the ability of the cells and axonal connections to
appreciate 10,000 different values from only four basic dimensions of taste.

Smell and taste have direction for smell in terms of strong or weak smells.

DIAGRAM V.9



DIAGRAM V: 10

THE SENSE OF TOUCH
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The sense of touch relies upon receptors of different kinds as described above. The speed
of distribution for various kinds of receptors and their positions in the body is dependent
upon the size and type of axonal connections and the myelination of those axons.

The varying speeds of the impulses as delivered by axons affects the speed at which the
individual is able to react to surrounding objects.

DIAGRAM V.10
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(de.Valois.op.cit)."

It is a feature of many biological researchers that just as

envifonmentalists seek to justify processing in terms of symbols and symbolic

languages in buildings (Scruton.R. 1979), so physiological features are sought

to justify processing in terms of functions and structures of living tissue

(O'Keefe.J.et.al. 1978). There is a subtle fear of random interaction behind

much of the research seeking something on which to anchor a hypothesis.

This insecurity stems from a fear of inexact science and thus the search for an

exact and static science which may be built upon. More modern views look

to find interactive iterative relationships as ongoing auotpoiesis rather than

historical or even 'feed back' systems of phenomena, for example (Hinde.R.A.

1996) (Stranger.J.et.al . 1995) & (Jopling.D. 1993) all of whom deal with

interaction as the explanation of phenomena which is dynamic and less exact

than LFSE is willing to suppose. Language represents this difficulty well in

that grammar is understood to be a syntax of speech and semiotics a science of

symbol but meaning is aporic unless linked to a taxonomy by way of a static

system such as that conceived by the structuralists (Levi-Strauss.C.1966).
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B4.	 Processing.

Research in biology provides material descriptions of the processing

of perception by all the senses. Neuroscience provides a comprehensive

understanding of the parallel processing of both perception and memory

(Bear.M.F.et.al .1996) into specific interactions between the individual and

experience. What rescues the entire interaction from accusations of naive

determinism is the fact that the development is by a unique individual

following a unique developmental experience which is symbiotic with

spacetime. These unique factors are provided by a world which has the

unique property of being singular in space iji time (Einstein.A.1920) so that

space and time are in fact one, any alteration in space affects everything else

(even if minutely). Because spacetime is movement the patterns created by

symbiotic interaction vary in spatial and temporal dimensions.

The 'point' or moment in spacetime is a thought experiment rather

than a reality since every point is interactive to the spacetime location of

every other point. At no 'point' is the relationship fixed since all other

points are mobile thus it is only a thought experiment to imagine a 'self', for

example, as an entity in spacetime. Electroencephalography (EEG)

(Frackowiak.R.S.J. 1997) has been used to show how activity in the brain is a

dynamic and inexact pattern rather than a point to point fixed image. Much

of the activity is not consciously appreciated by the individual although the

activity is known to include a very large number of cells.
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The idea of mental processing has been divided into three stages

(Frackow iak.R.S .J.op.cit) of computational theory (the expectation), codes

and algorithms (the syntax) and interactions between neurons to provide

action (outcome). Evidence for an expectation is derived from experience

which provides the individual with a theoretical outcome binding the

expectation and the syntax together as an iteration or repeat of the syntax or

order. This kind of theory is based upon the encoded data having an order

or pattern which is represented as an exact system. The concept of the brain

as a 'black box' carrying out the entire process as a whole is almost certainly

wrong and the idea of that process being conscious is entirely in error.

When the American anthropologist Hall.E.T. wrote about proxemics

(HalI.E.T.1966) he described concepts of suitable or unsuitable distances

between persons and objects such that the "normal" use of such distances was

found to have different values between different cultures. 	 The idea of

functional segregation, encouraged and evidenced by Broca, Wernicke and

Brodmann in particular (Frackowiack.R.S.J.op.cit) has shown that not only

are various functional operations of neural activity carried out independently

but also that they are not necessarily synchronised in time and/or lined up in

space, in other words they are random or have a very low order of

correspondence. In experiments using brain imaging techniques (Positron

Emission Tomography or PET scans) and Event Related Potential (ERP)

measuring electrical activity in the brain, it has been found that parts of the

brain act autoconsciously prior to conscious awareness of a stimulus. Put

another way the brain is aware of the data prior to consciousness.

Consciousness can be considered as an illusion akin to the trail of a comet

which represents where the comet has been. Just as we 'see' a film which is
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made up of flickering images so we are conscious of interactions which are

made up of many interactions in a state of flux or change. No one is quite

sure how this consciousness becomes 'felt' but this is currently on the 'cutting

edge'. I2j.

The idea of consciousness is best thought of as an illusion

(Norretranders.T.1998) especially in relation to the black box theory of a

logical and rational 'mind' or mental capacity. Whilst attention to stimuli can

speed up certain kinds of activity in neural circuits, the brain receives energy

from many stimuli without any conscious attention. The brain is thought to

be able to handle 1O bits of information per second whereas the ability of the

individual as a whole to attend to information is only around sixteen bits per

second. The unconscious determinism of previous experience configured

into both embodiment and spacetime is not a fully conscious interaction.

Whilst individuals, particularly humans, are capable of modifying their

behaviour through conscious thought it seems that much of our behaviour is

determined by embodied configurations of which we have little knowledge.
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C.	 Social logic.

1.	 the Standard Social Science Method.

The controversies over creation and culture are still relatively naive in

the modern world. There is a large section of the living population who use

the 'black box' approach to individual processing together with the stimulus

response mechanism which is the standard methodology in understanding

culture (Tooby.J.1992). This methodology has several stages of appreciation

as follows paraphrased from Tooby.op.cit.:-

"I.	 all human beings are either equipped with functions

(such as sensing organs) either at birth or innately

ready to function at a certain age or else are

pathological.

2. although infants are all the same if not pathological

adults are different in both behavioural and mental

organisation.

3. adults are more mentally skilful than infants and

physically stronger and more skilful in general.

4. the training for mental skills is a social phenomenon

which depends on the mental genetic endowment and

the social training received from the society.

5. the social elements that train the individuals are all

external to the individual and create the complexity and

diversity of the mind and behaviours in the various

adult groups.
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6. what forms the complexity is the externally observable

culture, behaviour, traditions, knowledge, symbols,

systems, economies, realities etc.

7. the flow of informing cultural symbolism is a flow

from the culture to the individual and thus from the

observable world to the mental world of the individual.

8. culture and society is sui generis [3, something which

can be explained only in its own terms thus social

phenomena can be explained only by preceding cultural

phenomena.

9. it is denied in this methodology that human nature can

generate any significant organisation in human life

other than a capacity for culture and society.

10. psychology studies the systems and the central concept

of such systems is learning. By studying systems

psychology can hope to produce lawful effects to match

the laws of natural science."

"in discussing culture one can safely neglect a

consideration of psychology as anything other

than the nondescript black box of learning

which provides the capacity for culture (p.32.

Tooby.et.al.op.cit.)"

Tooby (op.cit) cited above identifies three profound difficulties with

the above standard model of social science (SSSM).
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"1. the SSSM is based on naive and erroneous concepts of

development of the individual which do not understand

growth in that centres of perception actually evolve

interactively between growth and experience rather

than inevitably from innate genetic models, thus even

the phenotype 1141 is unique contrary to most SSSM

theories.

2. the SSSM rests on a faulty analysis of social learning in

that the concept of a pre-receptive mental capacity and

a symbolic presentation of a system contradicts what we

now know of space and time if we include the

physiology of the human individual. It is only by the

metaphysical trick of ignoring or imagining (or

theologising) over the "nature of the individual" that

the SSSM theories are sustainable.

3. the SSSM does not allow for any of the expressions of

difference which provide the SSSM theories with such

difficulty. The concept of pathological dysfunction or

"badness", whilst allowing the differences in SSSM

theory, is contradicted by research which provides

material evidence that function and dysfunction are

both equally valid outcomes of genetic interactions.

The ideas of John B. Watson, the founder of

behaviourism, are incapable of explaining the

manufacture of culture, only its perpetuation and

change together with theories which allocate blame to
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the genes for producing difference."

These points illuminate two fundamental concerns over current

approaches to culture which are addressed in the dissertation above and

below.

A.	 There is only a system because it is part of the dynamic

interaction between phenomena with some covariance.

A system itself is an emergent phenomenon of the

ability to covary such that a pattern becomes possible.

Pattern is a phenomenon of spacetime which is

essentially random and coincidental and at the same

time produces pattern as emergent features of

randomness which appear as covariant features.

B	 Spacetime concepts apply to both biology and geology

in equal measure. The means by which a

configuration of spacetime, including that of the body,

relates to the configuration of spatial phenomena is a

dynamic which varies according to the coincidence of

multiple synchronisations which lead to genetic

structures, such as humans, and geological structures,

such as rocks and slate such that there can be covariant

relationships between the two and also, through the

ability of individuals to sense and act, evolutionary

developments, which emerge as environmental

conditions created and caused by an affinity to patterns

between entities which include individuals and groups.
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The use of movement, location and patterns (rules) are

axioms of the overall interrelationship necessary for a

cultural medium and thus the concepts of spacetime are

as applicable to natural science as to biological science

and thus the two may be unified.

The philosophical implications of these two points are profound. The

theory that systems, randomness, coincidence ard order are emergent features

of spacetime is contrary to any purely rational view of the universe. It is

better to understand free will as a myth and replace that concept with a

location which responds to movement and rules having a complex relationship

with covariant hyperstructures which can be sensed and acted upon according

to the embodiment of those same covariant hyperstructures contained within

the individual.
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C2.	 The use of emotion?

The dissertation has cited (above) the research work by Stahl

(Stahl.F.1978) and his recommendations for more attention to cognitive

science along with similar exhortations by Archea.J. It has been shown

(above) that in the work by other researchers in LSFE they have taken Stahl's

recommendation as an indication of the possibilities of computer simulations

to imitate behaviour. The use of logic in both systems of construction,

processing and computing seem to bind extant research together as a holistic

proposition so that social logic, spatial logic and even embodied logic (the

major cause of exponential data costs) can be synchronised. This thesis has

so far both agreed that such a possibility exists, in that computers can copy

anything, but refuted the ability of the computer to obtain knowledge of the

human condition.

A Portuguese neurologist (Damasio.A.R. 1998) writes, after quoting

the contributions to science made by William James [51 and Sigmund Freud

concerning the non-conscious:--

"It is perhaps no coincidence that ours is also

the century during which rationality has been

increasingly seen as an exercise in logic, and, in

its second half, as an algorithmic [6] process

best described in terms of the ever more

popular computer metaphor for the human

brain/mind (Damasio.op.cit.p.68)"
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"Rationality, the process of reasoning and

decision making in a personal and social

domain, depends on the prefrontal cortex and

specifically, on the ventromedial sector of these

cortex. Overall, the operation depends on a

large-scale neural system with many

components which work in concert. (p.68)"

"Emotion and reason have traditionally been

considered polar opposites but modern

neurobiological thinking suggests that they are

not (p.57)."

"1. Neural systems in the prefrontal cortex

learn the associations between certain classes of

complex situation including changes in body

state and I believe the results of emotion

are primarily represented in the brain in

the form of transient changes in the

activity pattern of the brain regions

which receive and map body signals (the

somatosensory structures)

2. When a situation of a given class recurs the

system in the prefrontal cortex which has

previously acquired the link can now trigger

the reactivation of the appropriate pattern - the

results may be conscious or auto-conscious.
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3. the establishment of a somatosensory

pattern appropriately linked to a situation

operates to qualify the factual evocations

pertinent to the situation and make comparisons

between previously configured orders marking

the scenario good or bad. When the process is

conscious the signal acts as an alarm or

incentive and when non-conscious the signal

still affects the whole system and can act as

boosters to attention and immediate recall 17]

(working memory) - (Damasio.op.cit.p.60)."

"In summary somatic markers normally help to

constrain the decision-making space by making

that space manageable for logic based cost

benefit analyses. In situations in which there is

remarkable uncertainty about the future and in

which the decision can be influenced by

previous individual experience such constraints

permit the organism the decide efficiently

within short time intervals

(Damasio.op.cit.p.6 1)."

It should now be clear that there is a profound problem with the way

in which computer simulations relate to embodied logic. Experience is

embodied and interactive with powerfully individual and social covariant

features which are unlikely to be shared with computers.
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C3.	 Values in the embodied configuration.

The incorporation of embodiment into human studies is an infant

science at present, not because the ideas are new but because the material

relationships are recent discoveries and time must be allowed for these facts

to replace the theologies which prevented their earlier discovery [8 such as

racism and nationalism and normative theories including the black box theory

of consciousness.

Since 1975 sociobiology (Wilson.E.O.1975) has maintained that

culture is dependent upon complex interactions between biology and natural

(physical) science and these have been treated above. The more particular

complexities of embodied experience in addition to other complex interactions

has been treated above in this dissertation but is relatively untreated in Life

Fire Safety Engineering research other than by psychological research. For

example Beard (Beard.A.1986) mentions Sime.J.'s attention to temporal

reasoning in relation to the perceived time available for assessment of the

situation in addition to becoming aware of hazard. Sime's argument is

towards a valuation of the situation or context which depends on the

individual and thus their embodied experience. Given that we have

categorised three kinds of logic in the text above we can accept that there is

embodied logic, social logic and spatial logic which are dynamically

interactive and that these require embodiment in order to be available to the

individual. Once encoded the embodiment can be interactive and ordered

action may follow whether this is conscious or not.
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C4.	 Summary.

Part B of section V has shown in a rudimentary way using diagrams

of the senses how the biology of the individual interacts with spatial and social

phenomena. This description of the senses shows how complex these senses

are and how they are able to embody covariance when perceived. The

findings of neuroscientists is that we use the entire body to engage with our

surroundings and interact with them. Rather than an embodiment created by

culture it is clear from the physiological evidence that individuals may be

both creators of cultural media and its agents. These illustrations were felt

necessary because, as argued in part A, the decision maker, the processor, the

logical being used in computer simulations of escape behaviour is simplistic

and naive and the synchronised part of what is in fact a more dynamic

interaction. Computer simulations, as with many other disciplines which

study cultures and society are based on the model they use. The model they

use is a static model of the emergent phenomenon rather than the dynamic

model of the building blocks and energy which are necessary for an emergent

phenomenon of any kind to be created. The phenomenon may be created as

an object but its creation is not explained by the model, the model is a replica

of order not a means by which it can be understood.

The next section attempts to find a symbiotic building block and the

energy required to create covariant structures including people and spatial

extension.
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Notes &references.

1. Symbiosis is a term used to describe the
cosmological unity in space and time which is
thought to link all phenomena together. Symbiotic
relationships include mechanical, electromagnetic
and thermodynamic relationships acting in concert to
provide temporal significance in the form of
identity. The term can be explored in more depth in
Margulis. Slanted truths. Copernicus Springer
verlag New york inc. 1997.

2. Personal notes from the Conference on
Consciousness, Kings college London, April
24/5th. 1999

3. A view held in the body of the "father" of statistical
social science Durkheim's work but not in his
footnotes see for example the Elementary Forms of
The Religious Life. Novello and Co. 19 15/1968 in
which Durkheim's footnotes indicate his difficulty
with the social majority knowing that it is ultimately
composed of the smallest common denominator, the
individual, see also similar notes in earlier sections
regarding the use of statistics and the data raised by
them.

4. The phenotype is the individual or product of a
specific set of genetic codes which are part of a
greater set of genes. The idea of the individual is
confused at the best of times since it is unique and at
the same time similar to all other individuals. The
similarity however is best seen as a cultural or 2nd
party view and this will be explained later.

5. William James. The principles of Psychology.
Macmillan. 1890.

6. Algorithmic Learning. Alan Hutchinson. Clarendon
Press. Oxford. 1994/1995.

7. Note that Susan Greenfield delivered a lecture at the
Conference on Consciousness, Kings college
London, April 24/5th. 1999 in which she declared
that there were modulator synaptic connections
which, instead of transmitting "electrical" spikes
from axon to dendrite modulated to cause chemical
"fountains" which reduced the stability of many
millions of neurones in many different areas of the
cortex. This later addition to the knowledge, a
knowledge of chemical rather than the more
mechanical electrical interactions, helps Damasio's
hypothesis by confirming that what he has found is
also found by Greenfield.
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a new unit of analysis.

Praxis and theory in building

1.	 geometry and technology

Section V categorised logic as three forms:

1. spatial logic.

2. social logic.

3. embodied logic.

These three forms of logic have been discussed as phenomena emerging out of

the covariant features of space, people and individual interactions. As Tiger

and Fox suggested (Fox.R.et.al .1971) humans have forgotten from whence

they came. However DNA works over lifetimes of difference rather than a

few milliseconds so that much of our interactive potential is locked into our

DNA. Anything from four million to say 150,000 years ago fast eye

movements were 'natural' but now we say that 'we' move our eyes to 'pay

attention' to interesting features in the surroundings. These rapid eye

movements are a vital part of what we are and if we didn't have such a faculty

then four million years ago 'we' would probably be vulnerable to other forms

of life.

In terms of the design of buildings only a small proportion of

buildings are professionally designed (Doxiadis.C.A.1963). When buildings

are professionally designed the architectural profession assumes legal

responsibility for the allocation of space and planning. In the history of

architecture the emergence of controls regarding the relationship of people to

buildings have either revered antiquity and tradition or respected the controls
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of those who pay.	 Typically the history of architectural theory shows

reverence for the oldest and most pedantic or conservative social values or

else an artistic passion desperate for 'change'. 	 Kruft (Kruft.H.W.1994)

writes:-

"the longer one studies the subject the clearer it

becomes that an abstract normative definition

(of theory) is both impracticable and

historically indefensible however a narrower

definition is the sum of what has been

consciously formulated as such (theory) in

writing - not building because building is not

explicit as to its theory. (p.13)"

In a detailed history of the architectural profession Weibenson

(Weibenson.D.1982) shows that the profession was mostly advanced by

science and the patronage of the rich who could afford the cost of building.

The planning, rather than the building, process required some form of

rationality over and above the common vernacular styles which emerged out

of local resources of both materials and labour. Advances in the T.square,

the drawing board, the quality of paper, compasses and scale rules all

contributed to greater specificity of the planning/production interaction. The

invention of the perspective, interconnected with the manufacture of flat glass

on which to draw what was seen, and the improvement in detail drawing

through training and 'competition' increased the pace of 'progress'.

Simultaneously and concurrently however the underlying scientific
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information which provided the theoretical basis for design was naive. By

this stage in 'our' development much of 'our' four million year old past

(Johanson.D.et.al .1981) had been obscured by our short lives and lack of

recorded history. The concept of the universe by 'now' (at the time of the

enlightenment) was a finite, rational, logical yet complex world surrounded

by chaos. The logic of complexity and chaos had to be explained materially

but most explanations at that time were metaphysical or theological (Perez-

Gomez.A.1983). Architecture had a praxis within this setting but had no

theory of building which explained the nature of the relationship between

people and buildings.

Although there were arguments between the concepts of space and

place repeated since those between Plato and Aristotle (Van de Ven.C. 1987)

their outcome relied upon an understanding of the universe as quantitative and

extensive Ill based on geometric principles. This view had been enhanced by

the 'unification' of Galileo's and Copernicus' theories into an impressive

mathematical system by Newton. Extensive space is the designers working

environment on the drawing board. The three dimensional volumes which

configure buildings give rise to concepts of proportion, harmony and order as

part of a praxis which includes an additional sense of logic derived from the

mistaken belief in a universally retrievable order (Scruton.R.1994) which was

actually a cultural medium, as discussed above, a product of prescriptive

effort sustained by ignorance.

Newton's mathematical system concerning the movement of heavenly

bodies had impressed the scientific community in the 17th Century [2].
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Mathematics and its development into logic and algorithmic concepts became

central to the production of models of behaviour. Newton had proved his

first law of motion but did not live long enough to prove his more

complicated second and third laws of motion. Newton's concept that

movement was a phenomenon of the universe rather allowed him to prove his

first law regarding single bodies. Later mathematicians seeking to prove

Newton's second and third laws regarding the interaction of more than one

moving body discovered first stress and then chaos theory (Truesdell.C.1960)

rather than proof. By discovering stress, mathematicians paved the way to

relativity and altered the available conceptions of space and time. The

introduction of time into space was the fundamentally new discovery which

replaced Aristotle and Plato with Einstein and Mach (Popper.K.1982). The

effect was to alter the scientific understanding of extensive space and solid

mass to include more complex patterns of spacetime.

The new understandings of spacetime had implications for the

production of our environment which have still not made an impact upon

architectural and engineering, nor to any great extent upon the social sciences.

Early enthusiasm for the new concepts was able to find expression in

metaphor and analogy more easily than in built form and so both

mathematicians and artists struggled to 'communicate' the new physics as if

some parallel world had been discovered rather than that in which we live.

Cubists sought to represent temporal features of mass whilst science calculated

the age and size of the universe [3] (and between the two produced numerous

books which popularised science).
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A2.	 Looking -v living

The production of buildings has continued in the 20th. Century using a

combination of patronage, competition and geometrical methods of drawing.

As the drawing methods improved their correlation with naive visual

perception and its capture in terms of perspectives and photographs, the 'point

of view', become more central to architectural theory. Pictorial images

including the picturesque, high tech, historic, antique, traditional and other

normative stereotypes reduced to fragmented images based on semiological

deconstruction. A theory based on the praxis of visual data and technological

skills regarding object in extensive space.

The ability of specifiers to allocate mass to specific arrangements in

space (configurations) improved through the use of better quality written and

drawn information As democratic reforms in government developed in the

twentieth Century public attention demanded some proof of what science

there might be in designing buildings for a particular quality of living

standards over and above the merely utilitarian and pragmatic. Architecture

had developed a praxis aligned to visual data. The use of the existing

production process, including design 'theories', were based on visual data.

Architectural style related to the way it looked rather than to the way people

actually occupy space. The problems of aporia were ever present and

because real estate took the place of covariant phenomena the arguments were

based on dialogue and symbolism which were in themselves profoundly

aporic.
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One research group at University College London (Hillier.B.1987)

understood the problem as paradigmatic, (Lakatos.L 1974), in that the physical

architecture included the social (which is to say that as discussed above the

phenomena of social, spatial and embodied covariance were dynamically

interactive). Excluding the embodied covariance (for fear of an inexact

science (sic)) the doctrine at UCL held that in social science [4 1 as a discipline.

"they treat it as an ordinary artefact rather than

as a building; and they separate out a human

subject from an environmental object and

identify the problem as one of understanding a

relation between human beings and their built

environment. The effect of both shifts is the

same. They move us from a problem

definition in which a building is an object whose

spatial form is a form of social ordering (with

the implication that social ordering already has

in itself a certain spatial logic to it) into one in

which the physical environment has no social

content and society has no spatial content, the

former being reduced to mere inert material,

the latter to mere abstraction. This we call the

(person)-environment	 paradigm"

(p.9.Hillier.et.al . 1984).

The paradigmatic problem may be referred to as a division already
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undergoing attention in research by environmental psychologists on both sides

of the paradigm (Lee.T. 1976.). On the environmental/architectural side of

the paradigm the environmental psychologists had either made a more

detailed taxonomy/lexicon of the problem (Lang.J.T.1987) or sought to

explain the problem by means of literary theory borrowed from semiotics,

the study of signs and signifiers (Leach.N.1997). (the latter studies

considerably assisting the 'black box' theorists by suggesting that the

perception of the individual matched whole signs to signifiers rather than

linking covariant phenomena [5J ). Those on the social/psychological side of

the paradigm have sought to extend the senses and their relationship to the

environment through 'feelings' which though heading in the right direction

fail to examine what feelings are.

Researchers have used several systems of communication in all of

these efforts, on both sides of the paradigm. Mathematics for some, language

and semiotic systems for others, symbolic logic [61 for Al and computer

simulations. Those who perceive difficulties with such communications have

been those who are not satisfied with our material description of what

happens INSIDE the body (Dennet.D.1993) (Ryle.G.1990). It is the

embodied phenomena which puzzles those who do not have a solution, or

more significantly are not happy with the solutions currently on offer, to the

paradigm problem raised at UCL in the eighties [7J.
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A 3.	 Numeracy -v- literacy.

The paradigmatic problem raised at UCL is not a new discovery by

any means (Langer.S. 1967) (Elias.N. 1939). The problem-statement is a

precursor to the problem-solution on offer at UCL. Geometry was a

transformation of an original search for rationality (Euclid.347.BC) which

became a planning medium because it simplified or reduced complex divisions

of complex shapes and forms. Geometry is effectively a mathematics in

drawn form. The configuration of mass through geometry benefits from the

unequivocal or unambiguous logic inherent in the mathematics. In the same

way linguistic analysis uses phonemes and syntax to reduce the complexity of

language and speech patterns to some communicable representation

(Aitchison.J. 1989. Barthes. R. 1967. Bickerton.D. 1995. De.Long.A. 1980.

Hofstadter.D.1979 Saggs.H. 1989. Saussure.F.de. 1983) The use of geometry

in providing the divisions of space on plan and elevation in drawings used for

production appear to offer some similar kind of methodology for anlysis. It

would appear to be possible to manufacture some form of syntax from

geometrical appreciation of extensive space but the problem would then

remain regarding the individual. How is the individual to be included in any

building block which might relate embodiment to the social and spatial

phenomena?
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B.	 Which building block?

1.	 early attempts at spacetime appreciation.

The great discoveries of electromagnetic energy and the sub-conscious

at the end of the Nineteenth Century created a large amount of artistic interest

which extended into architectural imagery George Braque and Picasso

founded a new artistic movement which became known as Cubism

(Van.de.Ven. 1987). The poet Apollinaire wrote of an aesthetics which

included the term "fourth dimension" for time.

"Greek art took man as the measure of

perfection.	 But the art of the new painters

takes the infinite universe as its ideal (p.185)."

Corbusier, in his earlier form of Pierre Jeanneret, - rejected

Apollinaire's theoretical stance as gratuitous feeling that the fourth dimension

was speculative. Corbusier proposed an alternative called purism to

"correct" the gratuitous concepts but failed to produce a satisfactory theory

relating the social to the geometric. He did however realise that the sensory

mechanism was not able to perceive the entire geometry of an environmental

complex (Corbusier.1951) giving as his example the 'town plan' (as a

geometrical plan on paper) was never fully viewed as a geometrical plan by

an occupant of that same town because the walls obscure the view!

The idea of relating an overall plan with some kind of mental image in

plan has been reviewed as part of the 'Cognitive Mapping' research reviewed

in section III. As section V has shown there is no universal or certain logical
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connection which is not in fact mediated through the experience of the

individual. The implication is that the search is for

"the ability of the human mind to retrieve from

the ambient spatio-temporal realities that they

create not simply representations but abstract

notions which can behave like rules in evolving

the spatio temporal system further as the human

being acts again on the ambient reality"

(Hillier. B. 1994. personal communication).

If we compare such an implication with findings by archeologists relative to

artifacts discovered in digs we find a problem arises in the same way as the

problem which arose in earlier sections (above). The inferences which may

be drawn from artifacts are limited with respect to the lifestyles of individuals

and societies who may have used them.(Hodder.I.1978). Artefacts are only

able to produce part of the necessary dynamic interaction since they occupy

extensive space as spatial phenomena, but they do not interact with

embodiment nor with social phenomena as found out of context. This is the

same argument discussed above regarding the uncertain response to stimuli

which are purely spatial.
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B2.	 Structure and function.

Corbusier concentrated on form and mass, light and shade,

representation of the object and the raison d'etre of the object in terms of its

production, otherwise known as functionalism. Corbusier's term a "machine

for living in" sought to relate a system of living to a form appropriate to that

system.

The idea of a 'perfect form' produced various attempts to come to

terms with either human attributes as pattern systems having universal values

(Alexander.C.1977), or time and motion configurations as parameters of

human behaviour as if programmed by either nature or "culture" in some

universal manner. The concepts used in manufacture and more recently the

provision of services in the Twentieth Century are those based upon

efficiency and the best way of doing things (Norman.D.1998) ideas such as

Fordism and Taylorism. These systems of production or manufacture

confronted or assimilated the traditional forms of production of the built

environment and influenced attitudes towards behaviour generally to improve

efficiency in time and motion. The attitudes to management efficiency and

logic are only recently being adjusted by incoming information from the

neuroscientific research communities (Goleman.D. 1999).

The three expressions of architectural praxis extant at the end of the

twentieth century are

1.	 Complex systems which describe an identity unique to
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the producers and users as specialist user groups.

2. Popular or statistically significant arguments such as

normative and traditional methods of construction,

useful technologies, modified by media attention and

perceived as universally appropriate.

3. Advanced technologies and various concepts learnt as

languages by globally insignificant groups OR

individuals having the status of an elite in global

society.

These three categories of praxis emerge as professional, vernacular or

traditional and an elite, artistic or scientific architecture. None of these offer

any theory which is why there is a praxis rather than a theory. A theory

would have to solve the problem of aporia which at present is 'solved' by the

use of majority politics and competitive repression. Just as in Plato's

republic individuals are taught to believe that excellence is a universal value,

or as in Aristotle's naturalism, some form of essential quality residing in

humanity which can be found by constant attention. Aporia is dealt with by

discourse ethics and critical theory, which is another way of concluding an

argument by creating a zero sum game.
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B3.	 Interaction or symbiosis?

At present architects have attended to the demands for new kinds of

buildings, for new techniques and materials but

"have failed to produce any coherent response

to the imposition of new social imperatives to

re-shape the urban environment resulting in the

backlash of neo-historicism (Terry), a vitalist

quest for community architecture (Krier) and

the flamboyant post modernism (Hollein or

Venturi). In all the unity of form and function

that had driven architecture was now dissolved.

(Anderson.P. l998.pA.2)."

The situation entering the twenty first century is the same as was the

situation entering the twentieth and indeed as it was entering the eighteenth

(Kant.L1781). There is disparity between the body and the space it occupies.

(although the disparity has not been so acutely put until now). The

configuration of space affects individuals and thus embodiment yet so does the

configuration of other individuals as social phenomena.. Exposures differ

between individuals. The ability of individuals to be "away" or ambiguous is

a difficulty for any observation (Goffman.E.1964). Some researchers have

sought to investigate these areas of difficulty (Riggins.S.H.ed.1990).

Investigation would seem to depend upon a statement or representation on the

part of an individual in reporting their action or inaction to a second party
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(Bryan.J. 1979). Because of this researchers have made several attempts to

alter the speech utterances to relational plans (Talcott Parsons 1952)

(Honiknian.B.1980) (Peled.A.1990). In all of these cases the problem of

transformation from speech has not been overcome but reduced or altered

into a more simple representation. This is the same as simpler

representations of speech or accommodation using some form of pattern

analysis. This procedure may allow others to share phenomena through

representation but it simply represents the emergent phenomena rather than

the creation of that phenomena by dynamic interaction.
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B4.	 Developmental interaction.

Psychology is not only scientific attention to the human condition.

Psychology is also scientific attention to the human individual, with all the

complexity and diversity which each individual brings to any interactive

relationship. When we assume that the individual occupies a space we can

understand the individual as having a relationship to that space capable of

embodiment. That individual may occupy a space in common with others in

which case both social and spatial phenomena may be embodied.

Transformational approaches to embodiment, those which transform

the embodiment into some other entity such as linguistics or mathematics,

retain the problem which they seek to solve. The individual is still removed

from its surroundings rather than understood as a symbiotic relationship. As

a real alternative the 'unit of analysis' should be seen as being embedded in

the surroundings as conceptualised in the work of Wapner after Ittelson

(Wapner.S.1980) - the individual in space. The unit of analysis in the form

of the "embedded individual" is open to all kinds of space time relationships

with other entities yet fully interactive in terms of the potential to embody

phenomena. Rather than appreciate the 'thinking' of the individual, or the

'cognitive mapping' of the individual as separate from the space/surroundings

the unit would include the surroundings and the individual as one symbiotic

unit. This vill allow a potential for any encoding and leave encoding open.

The relationship could be made developmental my adding energy to the unit

in the form of movement.
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The 'kinds' of phenomena suggested above were-

1. spatial phenomena.

2. social phenomena.

3. embodied phenomena.

Symbiosis occurs at a point in time, the spacetime equivalent of a

dimension having no space whatsoever. In such a case there would be no

movement because there is no space in which to move. Since Newtons first

law is - that movement (time) is axiomatic - the boundary of the here and now

is always unstable. The potential for embodiment of phenomena will be

developed by movement of the individual in space so that changes are

embodied or not according to the phenomena available and the dynamic

interaction between the embodied configuration and configurations of space

and social phenomena. In the process of moving the individual may create a

pattern out of the covariant features surrounding the individual over time.

Thus individuals may create, by accident or favour, rules and structures

which are the result of manipulating encoded covariant features having first

of all encoded them in some way.

Gallois has commented at length on the concept of objective

knowledge (Gallois.A. 1998). When we say that a design has "a certain logic

to it and additional cultural identity" (Hillier.B.et.al . 1984. p.1) we are talking

about features which have been encoded as a shared embodiment or as a

potentially probable encoding likely to be favoured or embodied by accident.

Others may coincidentally embody similar patterns if they share the company

of others who favour certain rules. The rules and functions are thus patterns
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which must coincide in embodiment and in surrounding phenomena and 'fit'

the rules and functions as they develop. A reversal of this development is a

description of discovery, the arrival of a pattern emerging out of a random

yet covariant phenomenon.

The ambition now is to find a unit which will assist in an analysis of

the 'individual in space' relative to the sorts of embodiment we produce and

the kinds of rules and patterns we produce as a result of embodiment and

manipulation linked to probable exposure to covariant phenomena. Then the

analysis of developmental process will explain how individuals may encode

covariant features and manipulate them into patterns and rules of action and

interaction. We may then attempt to relate various kinds of logic such as the

social and spatial with embodied logic. In terms of space it is probably

movement which allows encoding, movement through space. Without

movement there would be no change other than that imposed from others and

spatial variations such as day/night etc. The next step is to develop the

emergent patterns resulting from movement through space as a unit of

embodied space.

Diagram VIA shows a possible unit of analysis - the individual in

space.
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DIAGRAM VI: 1

THE INDIVIDUAL IN SPACE

The individual occupies space. The individual in space is a unit proposed as the building
block in the model of behaviour under development. The boundaries of the space must be
temporal so that changes in movement result in changes of dynamic interaction potential
such that embodiment is limited in some way without movement into another space.
Clearly some form of methodology is required to represent the development of embodiment
as the individual moves, thus producing a developed relationship to a number of spaces
which may have emergent properties.
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C.
	 Patterns of space.

1.	 configured space.

If the 'individual in space' is the unit then clearly movement through

space can be directly related to the exposure of body to change. The creation

of a person/space unit requires that the spatial part of the unit relates to the

individual in a way that there is a temporal boundary of experience so that

covariance is limited in some way. This means that some temporal

difference must exist between the unit and the surrounding locations. Bruno

Zevi (Zevi.B.1957) attempted to define architecture as space but managed

only to produce patterns of space based on the footprint of mass upon the

ground (Diagram.VI.2).

Archea attempted an explanation of the spatial relationship to its

occupation in his paper "The Place of Architectural Factors in Behavioural

Theories of Privacy" (Archea.J.1977). Archea intended to explain the

interpersonal behaviour rather than to design environments. His starting

point recognised that an analysis of an environment is not necessarily a logical

extension of psychology. Citing Goffman (see above.op.cit), amongst others,

Archea suggested that each person is the centre of a dynamic field of

i n formation about s u r r 0 Ufl di n g cv en t s and activities (p.121.

Archea.J.1977.op.cit).

"the arrangement of the physical environment

regulates the distribution of the information

upon which all interpersonal behaviour depends
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DIAGRAM VI: 2

ZEVI'S PATTERNS OF SPACE IN AND AROUND BUILDINGS

Bruno Zevi considered that space must have some relationship with people although
proportional and other geometrical relationships failed to produce any lasting theory.

DIAGRAM VI.2
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- - - this suggests that doors, corners and other

places in the environment where new

information first impinges on a situation will

have special behavioural significance"

The problem with Archea's observations is not that they are wrong

but that they do not go far enough. The 'doors, corners and other places' do

not 'have' any embodiment unless this is given by the individual. Archea

excluded development as part of the dynamic interaction he seeks to explain.

The reason for Archea's assumption is absolutely in keeping with the

assumption of perception as a 'black box' process rather than as a

developmental interaction. Perception as a black box process is doing

something TO the perceived image. Taking the door and making it have

meaning. In the case of development the door is part of an ongoing, dynamic

and continuously open relationship. Archea recognises the dynamic but not

the extent of that dynamic as an open ended interaction between the individual

and covariant phenomena. Is this door embodied? Only if the individual

has encoded it. Whereas we may not know whether or not the individual has

encoded a door we can make assumptions about whether or not the individual

has had any chance whatsoever of encoding it by developing the exposure

pattern of the individual to that specific door.
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C2.	 The Logic of Space.

In 1984 research at University College London (UCL)

(Hillier.B .et.al . 1984) produced a spatial analysis demonstrating logical

properties of both space and society. Like Archea, Hillier considered that

individuals operate in a 'field' but saw that field in a way which was peculiar

to the requirements of 'objective science' excluding the dynamic interaction

between embodiment and spatial extension. Later developments at UCL

included similar areal analysis to Archea's own graduated visual access and

visual exposure (Hillier.B.1994) in the form of tiled relationships to all other

tiled relationships which valued space as being highly integrated or segregated

with all other spaces in that system as a universal property mediated by the

local configuration. Hillier was able to successfully link social systems to

spatial systems using an extremely rigorous methodology however the systems

had to exist as objective systems after creation. This is the same problem

faced by any analysis of systems as synchronisations rather than as the

emergent phenomenon of building blocks and energy, the phenomenon is

noted but the energy is missing and has to be inserted as an existing social

logic. Hence the social logic in Hillier's method is said to be axiomatic, built

into the system (Hillier.B.et.al.1984.p.82) on the reasonable grounds that if a

society builds one might expect the manipulation of space to match the

manipulation of embodiment. The problem with such reasoning is of course

the assumption that logic is fully embodied in society, which cannot be the

case.
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The analysis presented by researchers at UCL provides a spatial

analysis in the form of a syntax or morphology. The spaces in research at

UCL are identified by a characteristic of either convexity or axiality. The

defining notion is that all space within these units are visible from any other

point within the space (Diagram VI.3). Various rules apply to the

methodology, for example roundest fattest convex spaces and fewest longest

axial lines, which vary slightly according to the research requirements so that

the application of the analysis differs according to the scale of interest and

size of subject. Once rules are set the entire system of spaces to be analysed

must be included in this methodology. The result of analysis is finite patterns

of configuration which relate convex space and axial lines to a complete

system of complex spaces. All the methodology of space syntax is clearly

available from UCL and is contained in the publication known as the "Social

Logic of Space". (I-Iillier.B.et.al .1984). The methodology is extremely

rigorous and is linked to behavioural performance by empirical studies which

are usually 80% accurate in linking any predicted movement patterns to actual

movement patterns. That research is well established and extremely useful in

predicting movement patterns in any system, and extending any system, as a

system [81. Of course there are anomalies in the findings and these are the

subject of many papers and ongoing research. There is however the problem

of the creation of systems and discovery of the systems by newcomers. This

last has implications for wayfinding.

Space syntax makes the assumption that individuals move through the

the set of spaces because there is some lawful relationship between space and

individuals. This is the objectivity at work on the system which understands
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DIAGRAM VI: 3

CONVEX AND AXIAL SPACES

The convex space is a space in which all points within the space can be connected up using
straight lines whereas the axial line is a straight line.

These two elements are used in space syntax analysis to produce patterns of complex
space.

Minor deviations in pure convex and pure axial are allowed only If methodology is in place
to cover the deviations for an entire system analysis (in principle). Part systems are
excluded from the analysis.

DIAGRAM VL3
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the system of spaces as a pattern inherent in the spatial analysis. The title of

the later work by Bill Hillier - "Space Is The Machine" (Hillier.B.1994)

indicates the underlying assumption of the space syntax approach as objective.

Space syntax seeks to link the social with the spatial in such a way that the

space and the social are locked together by rules. This thesis has

hypothesised that this relationship is an emergent feature of dynamic

interaction.

Observational or empirical studies to quantify movement patterns are

gathered and compared with a fixed relationship between spaces and

individuals in which the individuals are transformed into 'ball bearings'

rather than individuals. According to various relational facts (how spaces

are connected and the resulting "depth" between one space and all the others

in the system) spaces are configured and found to be ordered. The

comparison of actual movement empirically observed to a separate analysis

carried out using mathematics/formal analysis allows a dialectic interpretation

of space as a social setting where both are already emergent features. The

fact that the spaces are already fixed by mass into a set configuration provides

an invariant background pattern and a social analysis proceeds from the

empirical data. Each individual is perceived as random for the same reasons

as are discussed in earlier sections (above). Individuals are 'perceived' as

moving according to the overall pattern of the spaces as a system. The fact

of movement is placed analogously against Newton's first law of motion

only, that movement is axiomatic.

This axiomatic movement presents space syntax with an insuperable
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philosophical problem. The scale at which movement is axiomatic prevents

any attention to the individual and thus prevents psychological attention also.

The problem is that people want to know about movement. In Life Fire

Safety Engineering it is vital to know how individuals are going to manage to

cope with the escape system built into the building. The systems view of

space syntax would certainly provide a useful analytical tool relating

movement patterns to the escape systems. This part of the methodology is

well established but it is not the solution to the search for the dynamic

interaction which produces the pattern of embodied space.

The idea of relating an overall plan with some kind of mental image in

plan has been reviewed as part of the 'Cognitive Mapping' research reviewed

in section III. As section IV has shown there is no reliable logical connection

which is not in fact mediated through the experience of the individual. The

implication is that the search is (again)

"the ability of the human mind to retrieve from

the ambient spatio-temporal realities that they

create not simply representations but abstract

notions which can behave like rules in evolving

the spatio temporal system further as the human

being acts again on the ambient reality"

(Hillier.B. 1994. personal communication).

The problem is clarified further by reviewing a space syntax paper by

Peponis et.al . with the title "Finding the building in wayfinding".

(Peponis.J.et.al . 1990).
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C3.	 Encoding the building.

In keeping with the accepted wisdom in natural science and ignoring

findings in the life sciences the assumption made by Peponis, Zimring and

Choi (Peponis.J.op.cit) is that previous wayfinding experiments/studies had

lacked any method of achieving a suitable description of space which avoided

the linguistic or embodied transformations after the event. The use of space

syntax methodology could produce a set of spatial relationships which was

axiomatic to any analysis of movement (Peponis. p,559.op.cit.). Space syntax

methodology was applied to a complex set of spaces. The analysis was

methodologically sound and did produce a configuration of space which could

be reproduced by others in the same way BECAUSE using the same

methodology. This overcomes the problem of transforming a set of complex

spaces into a pattern. However-

"Central to the theory of space syntax is that

space use is related both to spatial configuration

and organisational rules and practices unless

rules or other organisational factors intervene"

(p.567.op cit).

and so we are brought back to the problem of how this is achieved by

individuals. We have the spatial system but no creator of the spatial system.

The only way we can relate the social and spatial systems is to assume that all

of one fits all of the other with some tolerance. The fact that this happens is

confirmed by our everyday experiences and space syntax has shown (in a

considerable body of research) that it can achieve correlations between the
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fact and the phenomenon in both small AND large scale configurations. In

wayfinding however we are interested in seeing how such a relationship might

develop and space syntax only shows that a relationship has developed rather

than how that development can happen. This denies us the predictions

regarding the relationships between embodiment and space, we can only say

that once a system is in place and manufactured, it works in a particular way,

we cannot say how that system is manufactured.

Peponis hypothesises various alternative ways in which individuals

develop their relationship to space (p.583.op.cit), navigation rules, concepts

of random movement, concepts of deduction by individuals, none of which

are conclusive and most of which are psychologically naive. The desire is

that the configuration of the complex will influence discovery of the system

but this denies all we have discovered in the reviews of wayfinding in section

III. We know that individuals do not operate in such a certain way so that

objective systems are embodied as such. The use of space syntax is similar in

effect to the use of statistical data. It produces the structure and functions of

a system but not the rules involved in its production. All of these

interactions are prescriptive or outwith the model which is static and exact.

In order to understand the problem it is necessary to discover am

alternative developmental model to allow the exploration of dynamic

interactions between individuals, space and social phenomena which emerge as

patterns which can be manipulated by individuals as low-order and complex

covariations which further interact and create the structures and cultures

which we experience in our daily lives.
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B.	 Developmental Syntax ©

1.	 the senses exposed.

The individual embodies a relationship to space by exposure to spatial

extension and spatial features. During exposure we encode, rapidly, in some

rare cases immediately, or slowly, according to the dynamic interactions

between embodiment and spatial and social phenomena. The interaction

depends upon two elements. The first of these is the sensing/acting

individual. The psychological attributes of sensory perceptions have been

given in some detail above (section V). Diagram VI.4 illustrates the

principle of the direction finding individual. The individual has a major

visual and acoustic relationship with the surroundings over spatial extension

and the remaining senses in reducing space/depth relationships {91. Visual

sensing is the most immediately interactive relationship with qualities which

can include advanced spatial analysis of depth and surface together with

complex associations.
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The body moves and senses. In the traditional looking type of interaction individuals are
visually conceived but the full range of senses is at work. Further research is necessary to
find out how the senses interact but the encoding configured as a result of exposure to
surroundings is unitary. The surroundings are also unitary and temporal differences alter
covariant phenomena.

DIAGRAM VI.4
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D2.	 The obscuring enclosure.

Buildings and quite trivial obstructions have the effect of obscuring

vision and acoustic relationships whilst spatial extension itself alters the

relationship between other senses and surrounding phenomena. In complex

spaces the enclosure limits the exposure of the individual to the phenomena

available in the complex. In space syntax the spatial unit is understood as a

knowable enclosure and in developmental syntax the enclosure is understood

as a temporal boundary which can be embodied by encoding. One difference

between the two approaches is that encoding is a necessary part of

developmental syntax whereas in space syntax the unit of analysis itself is

taken to represent space. The 'temporal boundary' as covaraint phenomena

becomes embodied and relative to the individual whereas space syntax

understands its 'knowable enclosure' as social logic prior to individual

encoding. The knowable enclosure is not necessarily known to individuals

and thus as social logic it is difficult to appreciate how the social can be

thought of as axiomatically part of the pattern of spaces produced using space

syntax methodology.

Combinations of solid and void are extremely diverse and these form

a relationship with an individual according to their exposure to such

combinations as covariant features of spatial extension and social phenomena

in the past as embodied configurations of experienced phenomena. Thus

solid void relationships such as doorways and windows provide the chance for

embodied covariance to be manipulated and made part of a spatial relationship
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such as the linking of a doorway to the prediction of a space of some sort

beyond the door. Experience of kinds of solid void relationships will

increase the probability of predictions regarding types of spaces based on

types of solid void relationships where actual relationships have been explored

in the past so that, for example, cupboard doors will produce a predicted

relationship which differs from room doors. This is an assumption in the

theory of developmental syntax based on the symbiotic model of behaviour

which provides for metaspaces in addition to the occupied space of the

analytical unit of person-in-space and the experienced or visited space. The

gradual emergence of a developmental syntax represents the relationship of an

individual in space to the probable encoding of purely spatial extension as

limited embodied spatial phenomena. This contrasts to the space syntax

approach which commences with a fully developed and static global spatial

model.

Diagram VI.5. shows the application of space syntax convex spaces to

a spatial complex as illustrated. According to space syntax methodology the

pattern shown is the 'knowable' pattern of space and it is global, including all

possible spaces in a system. Movement through several spaces exposes the

body to encoding. By considering movement through space it is possible to

construct a developmental pathway showing the extent of exposure and thus

the extent of potential encoding which may become embodied. We do not

know to what extent spaces may be encoded however it is certain that spatial

data is encoded by the body using the hippocampus (O'Keefe.J. 1978) and

thalarnus and other possibly quite specific systems within the body

(Bridgeman.B. 1995) (Canter.D. 1977) (de.Vega.et.al .1996) (Garling.T.
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DIAGRAM VI: 5

AN ANLYSIS OF COMPLEX SPACE BY SPACE SYNTAX

This small complex of spaces is shown here and will be used in the developmental layouts
to follow for comparison.

The complex is shown having simple convex analysis so that each convex space is given
one node to represent the existence of a convex space. Arcs link each node and the spatial
pattern, considered as global knowable space, is produced as a result - bottom right hand
side.

DIAGRAM VL5
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1980.) (Garling.T.et.al . 1995. 1982. 1986) (Hart.R.A.et.al . 1973)

(Kosslyn.S.M. 1990) (Lindberg.E.et a!. 1983) (Milner.A.D. 1995) (Reid.A.K.

1998) (Schneider.W.X. 1995) (Thinus-Blanc.C. 1997). Spatial studies are

limited because the means of establishing spatial extension as a unit has not

been realised except through the work of space syntax which is a relatively

recent innovation in spatial analysis. The majority of such work is still based

on excluding the individual and concentrating on 'ball bearing' models of

people. Where other versions of spatial analysis are attempted, even when

the term dynamic is used in the title, such as for example the Varenius

Workshop on Cognitive Models of dynamic phenomena and their

representations held at Pittsburgh in 1998, the work is linked to computer

animation and various linguistic or virtual transformations rather than a

direct creation of spatial relationships as pattern.

Diagram V.6 shows a series of spaces and their relationship to

movement and embodiment opportunity. 	 The spaces are given

developmental relationships as follows:-

I occupied space. The unit of analysis in which

encoding is able to take place providing an embodiment

of covariant features in the surroundings.

2. visited space. The space which has become

embodied in some way after the unit of analysis has

visited it.

3
	

unknown space. Spaces which have not been visited

or occupied by the unit of analysis.

4
	

Metaspace. Spaces adjacent to occupied or visited
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DIAGRAM VI: 6

THE FOUR UNiTS OF SPACE IN DEVELOPMENTAL SYNTAX ©

OCC(1E	 pC-E

I .occupied space. The unit of analysis in which encoding is able to take place providing
an embodiment of covariant features in the surroundings. 2.visi ted space. The space
which has become embodied in some way after the unit of analysis has visited it.
3.unknown space. Spcaes which have not been visited or occupied by the unit of
analysis. 4.Metaspace. Spaces adjacent to occupied or visited spaces encoded as
potential or metaspace with the property of being unknown space other than the feature of
covariance leading to the assumption that a space exists. Metaspaces can contain any
number of unknown spaces because the actual content is based on the manipulation of
encoded phenomena rather than any experience of the spatial extension.

DIAGRAM VI.6
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spaces encoded as potential or metaspace with the

property of being unknown space other than the feature

of covariance leading to the assumption that a space

exists. Metaspaces can contain any number of

unknown spaces because the actual content is based on

the manipulation of encoded phenomena rather than any

experience of spatial extension.

Developmental syntax (Thompson.W.J. 1998) makes the assumption

that exposure to spatial extension with temporal boundaries is the feature

necessary for encoding space with finite covariance so that encoding is

ordered and can be manipulated. Other phenomena, such as speech, may be

used to encode spatial relationships but these are not considered specifically in

this research (de.Vega.et.aI.1996).
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D 3.	 Encoding spatial extension.

Any successful encoding of spatial extension will create a

developmental syntax of movement together with the possible encoding of

spaces indicated by covariant features such as doorways etc. Spaces not

visited would be unencoded except as metaspaces. The spaces visited and

occupied can be considered as embodied spaces with a probability which needs

to be investigated. Diagrams VI.7,8,9,1O and 11 show a series of spaces in a

complex together with aspects of developmental syntax as embodied spaces.

The developmental syntax is compared to the space syntax in terms of convex

space. At the end of moving around in the complex spaces, in this case quite

a simple set of spaces, the syntax might be the same for both developmental

syntax and space syntax analysis. However the actual relationship of the

individual to the syntax would have altered from the description as unknown

space to embodied space. The probability of movement affecting the way in

which spatial extension is understood by individuals is very high. Spatial

awareness is a feature of dynamic interaction between the individual and space

and developmental syntax is based upon the hypothetical symbiotic model.

There is strong evidence in LFSE to support the theory that embodiment of

the type represented by developmental syntax explains the reasons for

differences between what Horiuchi has called 'insiders and outsiders' and

Sime has called the 'attraction of the familiar' (Thompson.W.J.1998)

(Sime.J. 1984).
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DIAGRAM VI: 7

DEVELOPMENTAL SYNTAX ©

In standard syntax internal spaces such as X (above - left)
are represented as convex spaces in which everything can be
seen from everywhere else within the convex space. The
dark spot at the base of the analysis is called a carrier space
and represents the public space such as the street outside.
The clear circles represent convex spaces in the building and
the links the access ways between the convex spaces.

In DS the initial developmental phase is still taken from the
street but M (above centre) represents a metaphysical
understanding of the room or rooms behind the entrance to
the complex. Compare this to the full analysis of Space
Syntax (above right). A space indicated by any form of
highly evocative symbolic element, such as a door for
example, will be a virtual or metaspace marked M which can
represent one or a number of spaces or even a void
according to the subjective experience of an individual.

DIAGRAM VI.7



DIAGRAM VI: 8

DEVELOPMENTAL SYNTAX ©

Developmental Syntax (DS) spaces are evolved by assuming
the combination of the unit of analysis into patterns of
aspatiotemporal and metaspatial units as shown below.
Movement of the occupied space occurs when the individual
moves. Doors to spaces are assumed to be closed and are
not shown as a methodological device to simplify the
diagrams. (Metaspaces can be acquired through
conversation and this is seen as an advantage to the
methodology. Lack of social interaction lessens the ability
of individuals to acquire metaspatial relations and ongoing
research is including the origin of metaspace as part of its
enquiry). The dynamics of the evolving pattern follows:-

Above Left. The individual moves into the first space
within the building complex, leaving behind the street as an
aspatial unit. The individual interrogates this new space and
individually codes for content and meaning of the five
entrances to the surrounding spaces. These become
understood as metaspaces.

Above Right. As the individual moves into an adjoining
space allowing interrogation of this new space two aspatial
spaces and the same four metaspaces are retained.

DIAGRAM VI.8
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DEVELOPMENTAL SYNTAX ©

Above Left. Moving back to the first space in the
complex leaving behind the newly 'acquired" space as an
aspatial space. Note the second space now has individual
relationship to both the individual and the overall syntax
unlike the remaining metaspaces, which are imagined.

Above Right.	 A space is entered which allows the
assumption of a further metaspace beyond.

Above. Compare the diagram on the left with that on the
right. Note the top left space in the standard syntactic
relationship. Above Right. The DS model analysis
showing that the top left space of the complex included in SS
analysis is completely unknown to the individual in the DS
configuration.

DIAGRAM VI.9
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DEVELOPMENTAL SYNTAX ©

Developmental syntax methodology provides a
representation of knowledge gained by the individual
through movement and speech acquired knowledge can be
represented as metaspace on the edge of visited space (one
metaspace only is required for all subsequent spaces or may
represent additional imagined spaces as exploratory steps).

Above Left. The configuration of rooms as shown above
with an additional exit added to the room marked X.
Above Centre. The X is marked on the developmental
analysis to show that this is a nil space, not known to the
occupants of other rooms. Above Right. Other
occupants may intuit the metaspace but could only have a
representative indication of the actual escape which is not
one but three metaspaces away should one of them decide to
investigate. The removal of ambiguity is a significant factor

DIAGRAM VI.1O



DIAGRAM VI : 11

DEVELOPMENTAL SYNTAX ©

Below. Another example having the same number of
rooms with different patterns of access and a movement
pattern. Doors not shown are assumed closed. The curved
line indicates the individual's path into the two "front doors"
off the street, which gives rise to a DS analysis indicating
that the individual has knowledge of ten spaces within the
complex excluding the occupied space and perceives the
complex as if two separate buildings. The SS analysis has
only eight spaces excluding the carrier space which is the
correct number but not the correct experience.

Note that the complex is experienced as two separate units
by the individual whereas the SS analysis would indicate that
the building is particularly full of circular routes. These
circular routes only become "known" to the individual once
the connecting rooms are integrated spatially via experience,
otherwise they remain metaspatial and conjectural to the
occupant.

DIAGRAM VI.11
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E
	

Notes & references.

I. Extensive means that you can add to it. In spatial
terms it leads to volumes which add on to each
other. This leads to a conflict with known facts
about the surface of the world on which we live,
because that surface joins parallel lines up as a circle
rather than as extensive implies. Extensive parallel
lines are indefinite, spacetime parallel lines meet up
in space (but not in time).

2. The most important and influential scientific book
ever written - the Principia - The "Cambridge
Dictionary of Scientists. Millar.D.et.al .Cambridge
U p. 1996.

3. For example see Davies.P.et.al .The Matter Myth.
Penguin.1991.for discussion of the new concepts
and mathematical interest in black holes/start of the
universe etc.

4. For details of this and other theories of society see
Campbell.T. Seven Theories of Human Society.
Oxford University Press. 1981.

5. Semiotics was based on Saussures view of
sign/signifier/signified, an analysis of meaning
rather than an analysis of order. By freezing time,
Saussure managed to provide a logical system of
linguistics which is very appropriate for the
explanation of how a system works but does not
describe how a system comes into being. The
creation of the parts is deliberately excluded in
Saussures work.

6. See Devlin.K. Goodbye descartes. John Wiley &
Sons inc. 1997. the section on machines that
think.pp.143-184. p.172 (silicon experts).

7. Those who are not satisfied tend to be philosophers
or philosophically inclined and it has been suggested
in the text (above) that the adapt/improvise
interaction is the SLOWEST. This may indicate
that speed is a necessary part of science in terms of
delivering data to 'the people'. The concept of
live/die applied to science means that the quickest
and best rather than the shortest description is
delivered to society. The quickest is sometimes the
fastest - so that computers can deliver speed but not
knowledge - see also Hofstatder on At for further
philosophical comments. Fluid concepts and
creative analogues. Allen lane the penguin press.
1997.
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case studies.

A.	 The Investigation

1.	 the symbiotic model.

The reviews of literature in the fields of Life Fire Safety Engineering

(LFSE), Wayfinding and Psychological research have shown that these

disciplines are most familiar with a mechanical model of behaviour. They

are far less familiar with a symbiotic model and LFSE in particular is

unaware that such a model can exist. The work leading to this thesis has

included the development of the symbiotic model including the concept of

developmental syntax © rehearsed in section VI above. The theory

underpinning the symbiotic model is an assertion that there are three kinds of

developed logic which must synchronise in order to form a fully developed

cultural medium. These are embodied logic, social logic and spatial logic.

Mechanical models used in extant LSFE simulations must assume fully

developed logical interactions between individuals, social controls and spatial

extension. This assumption is used to justify large amounts of 'data

gathering' the results of which are fed into computer simulations in the belief

that such simulations may then replicate human behaviour.

The symbiotic model is presented as a necessary improvement on the

mechanical model in use in the field of Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE).

The text above has shown that human interaction with built form is not

mechanical until many variable interactions are fully developed through a

process referred to as embodiment and the combination of that embodiment

with social and spatial covariant phenomena. Thus while fully developed
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models are certainly anticipated by the symbiotic model the underlying

pattern is developed gradually and emerges as a feature of full development.

The symbiotic model of dynamic interaction is less exact than the mechanical

model because the features of interaction which can be represented are

conceptualised as covariant structures rather than the fully developed

structures assumed by mechanical models. Symbiotic models are thus

considered capable of developing a mechanical model only where

embodiment, social covariance and spatial covariance are all iterative,

repetitively cycled in spacetime with no further covariance. The fact that

such a situation is hardly credible is one reason why mechanical models must

always be suspect and why symbiotic models are more reliable because they

are inexact by design.

The implication of the symbiotic mode! is that the individual embodies

covariant features of spatial and social phenomena such that features of

dynamic interaction emerge as the result of action by the individual.

Features of dynamic interaction must be built up from building blocks of

embodiment. The developmental syntax rehearsed above is the methodology

developed by this author to show how such emergent features can be

represented. The building block is the individual-in-space and the features

are embodied spaces referred to as occupied-, visited-, meta- and unknown

spaces. The embodied spaces are taken to be purely spatial extension and not

verbal descriptions or other transformations. It would be preferable to

develop three dimensional models of spatial extension since this is what is

embodied. See for example the diagram in the section VI.4 above showing

that embodiment relies upon different spatial extensions and physical
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properties of space which could be represented in volumetric models more

accurately. However funds for this were not available at this time. The

emergent features are therefore developed as architectural plan forms relating

to the actual spatial divisions in the built form. This mapping on

architectural spatial rationalisations is appropriate where the spatial extension

is the covariant feature interactive with the individual in spacetime.
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A2.	 The site

The requirement for investigating the use of the symbiotic model is

for a complex of spaces and the use of those spaces by individuals who have

different usage within those spaces. For example a small house or large hotel

is not ideal because in the case of the small house nearly all the occupants

would have developed a similar dynamic relationship to the spaces because of

the limitations of size and co-operative nature of the occupation (one assumes

family co-operation?). The need for complex spaces is clearly an advantage

over fewer, simpler spaces. The rehearsal of the developmental syntax above

has shown the emergent feature in a small number of dynamic interactions.

More spaces will possibly give the chance for more complex features to

emerge The need for some difference between participants in their use

pattern of the complex stems from the need for some comparisons between

individuals. In fact merely the difference between two individuals would

show the emergent features are not the same however a larger sample, say

four or five workers, would provide emergent features of embodiment which

were either very similar or very different [1]. The most likely building type

to meet that specification is a workplace such as a hospital.

The Royal Infirmary in Edinburgh was approached for assistance

because of its own relationship to academic research with Edinburgh

University. The Board of the Royal Infirmary agreed to assist by making

available one complete floor of one of the buildings as shown in Diagram

VII. 1, the part site plan of the Royal Infirmary Edinburgh.
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DIAGRAM VII : 1

THE BUILDING COMPLEX

The building chosen for the case study and used for the second case study stands in the grounds of the Roya]
Infirmary Hospital in Edinburgh City Centre.

The access to the building is from a main thoroughfare.

One particular floor of the building only was used for the case study following discussions with the
management of the Hospital and taking into account the initial requirements for the study itself.

DIAGRAM VII.1
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The floor was chosen by negotiation with the Estates manager of the

Royal Infirmary on the basis of the numbers of differing job descriptions

known to operate on various floors and the availability of the spaces for such

an investigation. It is not easy to get a set of complex spaces in which to

carry out such an investigation (Zimring.C.M.1987). The fourth floor, the

first floor above the pavement level, had five different job descriptions as

well as an out-patients section. The hospital management was unwilling to

involve outpatients and patients in any research not intimately connected to

the hospital 121.

The architectural/layout plan of the floor made available for the study

is shown in Diagram VII.2.
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DIAGRAM VII : 2

THE COMPLEX BUILDING.

The plan of the fourth floor of the selected building. The plan is drawn here to show the rooms and
corridors as typically drawn in an architects/engineers oil ice.

Note that there arc four staircases (two with lift enclosures attached) shown black on plan. This tloor is
selected for the case study because the number of spaces is CompleX and accessible for use. In terms of the
building the spaces are fixed by walls/doors etc (as usual in buildings). In terms of occupations the floor
contains approximately five different kinds of activities categorised as individual disciplines within the
overall catalogue of hospital treatments, eg: dermatology, etc.
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A 3.	 The participants

Participants were needed which had a different developmental

relationship with the same set of complex spaces overall so that the spaces

they used were embodied out of a total of all possible spaces available. The

symbiotic model predicts that each individual, if moving around the building

differently, should embody different emergent features. The way in which

this emergent feature may be represented is as discussed above by way of

rendering architectural plans. In order to do this the plans must be

converted into covariant spatial extensions, chunks of spatial extension which

have 'fixed' features.

The intention to specifically examine differential spatial syntax was

not described in any detail to the hospital itself nor to the participants. It is

unlikely that if the term space syntax or symbiosis had been mentioned that it

would have any developed covariant relationship with the participants other

than to raise interest in any event. The term used was "spatial knowledge"

unrelated to any specific method of work practice or time and motion study

ie; not part of some management improvement or fire safety inspection.

Care was taken to avoid any superfluous interaction which could unduly

influence the outcome such as expressing any hope of specific outcomes etc.

The subject area was presented as a general theoretical enquiry by this author

with no specific relevance to their job or pay. The Estate manager, in

consultation with personnel, provided the names of five workers working on

the fourth floor wholly or in part.
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A 4.	 Preparing the spatial analysis

Diagram VII.3 shows the plan of the floor divided into covariant or

'convex' spaces as described in section VI under space syntax. The convex

covariant spaces are simply the shapes made by rooms or parts of rooms on

plan, conceived as spaces in which the boundary is fully visible at all times

from within the area bounded. Where dynamic interaction alters by

movement of the individual the temporal boundary, at least of visual

covariance, remains static as regards spatial extension, but not for other

contents (which are not part of this investigation). Where a space divided up

as a convex space leads into another space, be that through a doorway or

because of the shape of a wall making more than one convex space within a

room or corridor, the connection between the spaces is shown in Diagram

VII.3 as a single short line.

This particular methodology is part of space syntax methodology

although the theoretical position is somewhat different. Space syntax regards

the convex space as a means of arriving at a two dimensional pattern in order

to achieve a global mechanical model (Hillier.B.et.al.11984.p.17).

Developmental syntax regards the covariant spatial extension as unknown

space whereas space syntax regards the same spatial extension as knowable

global space. The symbiotic model has a different hypothesis, that dynamic

interaction is necessary in order to make any space known, thus the space is

unknowable rather than knowable unless subjected to the unit of analysis, the

individual in space. This raises several psychological issues which have been
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DIAGRAM VII: 3

ANALYSIS OF SPACES IN THE COMPLEX

This diagram shows the typical architects/engineer's drawing of the selected floor having its rooms and
coridors assessed For covariant convex spaces (where the enclosure provides a temporal limitation on
change without movement by the occupant).

Note that covariant convex spaces coincide with enclosed spaces and interventions in the enclosures but
they also divide up spaces into smaller areas. There are usually more covariant convex spaces than rooms
following this initial process.

DIAGRAM VII.3
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covered in previous sections (above). Essentially the division of the plan into

convex covariant spaces provides a means of relating occupation of the

convex spaces to the occupant with more subtle associations than the use of an

architectural plan without analysis. Architectural plans divide and rationalise

open space into a series of spatial extensions but the terminology is often

psychologically naive. Rooms are too general a term to be useful in either

space syntax or developmental syntax. Linguistic terms are also ambiguous.

Plans divided up into covariant convex space provide a suitable chunk of

space which allows a finite relationship to be developed. What cannot be

assumed is the additional embodiment which individuals can add by attention

and this is too large a subject for this thesis but must be considered as the

symbiotic theory itself is developed.

The convex spaces relate to lumps of space having a dynamic

interactive relationship to the individual within that space. Individual convex

spaces can be made more finite regarding temporal boundaries within a

dynamic interaction than the rooms of an architectural plan. The degree of

ambiguity in an architectural plan is reduced to a more complex but less

ambiguous set of convex spaces with simple methodological rules. All the

spaces shown are taken as unknown spaces.
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A 5.	 Informing the participants.

The five participants were gathered together by appointment in a

room marked L on plan VII.3 with which they had all previously visited as

part of their job , the library room on the subject floor. At this meeting they

were informed that there was no hidden agenda and that the purpose of their

participation was specifically as they would hear it during their actual

participation. They were told that appointments would be made with each

one separately and that they would be told what was required at that time.

At an appointed time, between two and ten weeks after the initial

meeting, each individual participant was told the following at the start of the

participation.	 -

1. That there was no hidden agenda or false premise on

which they were being asked to participate.

2. That there was no associated work or managerial

assessment attached to their participation either in

relation to their own work or the work or

responsibility of others.

(these points were made to avoid anxiety).

3. The participant was asked to avoid verbal

communication as much as possible and to move

through all the spaces which were part of their daily,

weekly or personal routine, their everyday

participation in the work of the hospital. They were
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asked to include areas which they used occasionally or

frequently and to indicate any of the spaces which were

chosen of their own volition rather than through work

(in fact none of the participants used any spaces of their

own volition as they saw it, spaces such as the canteen

etc were seen as necessary aspects of their everyday ue

in all five cases. This would probably not apply in all

work situations)

4.	 The participants were encouraged to raise any queries

at any time. All participants did make one or two

comments during participation such as "I always use

this part of the canteen so it is really part of my job".

In some cases where rooms could not be accessed, such

as the patients 'record files room' the room was marked

as visited and participants were asked if they visited any

spaces in the room, this applied only to one participant

who had forgotten the key code on the lock.

5. Participants were NOT shown the convex plan or the

actual plan of the floor at any time during the

investigation.

6. Participants were followed on their routes by the

author, at a distance of around one to three metres

behind them, and the route of participants noted on a

plan prepared for convex covariant spaces. Care was

taken to avoid exposing participants to the plan on

which routes were being marked.
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7. Participants were told to be explicit as to whether they

went into rooms or simply looked through doorways.

In order to qualify as a visited space the participant had

to have entered the convex space itself so that any

ambiguity was removed entirely rather than simply

pushing the head into the space at a fixed angle, such as

looking for a person in a specific position at a desk just

inside the door.

8. Participation was completed when the participant stated

that they had visited all the spaces which they had

previously visited. They were each asked for

confirmation once only in addition to their voluntary

statement.

9. Participants did not move back and forth in order to

'establish' which rooms they used and all participants

were able to indicate visited spaces by pointing and

answering questions such as 'do you go right into this

room or just stick your head in?" The continual

emphasis was on movement of the whole body rather

than just the head.
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B.	 The initial study.

1.	 representing the emergent features.

The movement patterns of the participants was transferred onto a

replica sheet of convex analysis and these are shown in Diagrams VH.4 - VI.8

inclusive. The participants are noted by initials to preserve anonymity in the

public domain. Spaces are distinguished by being hatched to indicate their

'knowledge' as visited, metaspaces, occupied spaces where the participant has

a room on the subject floor. Unknown spaces are left blank.

By following the participants complex patterns were established

linking the dynamic interaction of the individual to an emergent feature of

complex space which was embodied within the individual. The

representation of the embodiment is obviously related directly to the

movement of the individual, in this sense it is directly connected to dynamic

interaction. As to the exact replication of embodiment this is questioned.

To what extent would an individual be able to remember such a complex

embodiment such as the subjects in Lynch's investigation? (Lynch.K.1960).

In the Lynch investigation Lynch found five elements which are not needed in

this methodology since the convex covariant spatial extension can be added to

give the necessary complexity of element.	 In this the 'grain' of the

investigation is fine enough to allow an exact replication of dynamic

interaction. However the individual is unlikely to be able to produce a

drawing of the complex embodiment AND the use of image relative to spatial

memory has been criticised by, amongst others, Stea (Stea.D.1974).
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DIAGRAM VII : 4

SPACES EXPERIENCED BY SL
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Spaces experienced by SL arc shown as blank ii they arc not experienced at alt as interior spaces, hatched if
they are known only by an assumption that a doorway represents a space beyond (the metaspacc) and grey
shaded ii they have been visited by SL.
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DIAGRAM VII S

SPACES EXPERIENCED BY LI)
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Spaces experienced by LD arc shown as blank if they arc not cxpericnccd at all as interior spaces, hatched if
they arc known only by an assumption that a doorway represents a space beyond (the metaspace) and grey
shaded if they have been visited by LD.
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DIAGRAM VII 6

SPACES EXPERIENCED BY MG
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they are known only by an assumption that a doorway represents a space beyond (the metaspace) and grey
shaded if they have been visited by MG.
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DIAGRAM VII 7

SPACES EXPERIENCED BY OS
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Spaces experienced by OS are shown as blank ii they are not experienced at all as interior spaces, hatched if
they arc known only by an assumption that a doorway represents a space beyond (the rnetaspace) and grey
shaded if they have been visited by OS.
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DIAGRAM VII : 8

SPACES EXPERIENCED BY JS
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they arc known only by an assumption that a doorway represents a space beyond (the nieLispace) and grey
shaded ii they have been visited by iS.
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By following the individuals around the complex spaces and recording

only their movement, together with the fact that the movement was a memory

in itself directly relating the embodiment (as dynamic interaction between

spatial extension and the individual agent of its own embodiment) then the

recording as plan of visited spaces can be taken as an emergent feature of that

particular movement pattern. In addition it might be taken as a emergent

feature of the dynamic interaction of the individual with the total set of

complex spaces available.
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B2.	 Emergent features.

The following emergent features may be noticed from the five

representations of dynamic interaction between the individuals and the set of

complex spaces.

1. each pattern of embodiment is different so that each

individual has produced by their movement a different

emergent feature represented as a pattern of 'building

blocks' of analytical units of 'person in space'.

2. each emergent feature is complex. It seems unlikely

that the pattern could be remembered as a pattern in its

own right. It would seem probable that whatever

relates the participant to the movement is producing the

pattern so that rather than memory of the spatial

relationships the memory is in fact more related to

social phenomena, in this case the assumption is that

work requirements link the individual to dynamic

interactions resulting in the complex emergent feature.

3. See Diagram VII.9.

By overlaying the five sets of visited spaces (carried out

by overlapping using a computer aided design (CAD)

process) the spaces embodied in all five individuals are

clearly fewer than the number of spaces embodied by

any of the individual alone. The pattern of these

common spaces is relatively simple, far more simple
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DIAGRAM VII: 9

SPACES VISITED IN COMMON BY ALL (FIVE)
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COMMON VISITED SPACES SHOWN BLACK

Spaces expericnccd by all five interviewees as visited spaces are shown above filled in solid black. The
letters L, C and F indicate the Library, Coffee room and File Records Room. The crosses indicate
stairways.
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than each of the complex patterns relating to each

individual participant. Individuals all referred

verbally (but unrecorded during the investigation) to a

main 'square or circle' but not to any other topological

or shape type pattern.

4.	 the spaces embodied by all five individuals (common

embodiment) do not include any of the staircases.which

are marked with a cross in Diagram VII.9. nor any of

the staircases at a level of metaspatial developmental

analysis.

5. The commonly embodied spaces include the library

marked L, part of the cafe marked C and the file store

marked F in Diagram VII.9.

6. The commonly embodied spaces have a topological or

geometrical pattern which may be described as a square

or circle in general terms (see note 2 above). However

the simple pattern does not give direct access to the

stairs at any point although in two cases the common

embodied spaces are close to two of the staircase

enclosures.

7. An anecdotal feature of the participation is illustrated in

Diagram.VII.JO where the visited spaces of SL

embodiment pass close to a staircase. In this anecdotal

instance SL was not aware that there was any staircase

enclosure even though

a.	 there was a 'fire exit sign' at point B
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DIAGRAM VII: 10

ANECDOTALEVI DENCE

A	 B
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Part Plan
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SLVISITEDSPACES	 ___

SL (sec diagram VI.4) was unaware of the staircase marked A above even though the visited spaces were
close by in terms of metric proximity and adjacency Even when at point B, marked on the plan above, SL
had no knowledge of a staircase being close by although there was a glazed opening in the door to the space
next to the staircase and a lrc exit sign above point B.
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b.	 the doors to the metaspace off the visited

embodied spaces were 'glazed' and the stair

clearly visible with only slight expenditure of

energy - extra attention - if searched for within

the space in which the 'fire exit sign' hung.
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B 3.	 Initial comments on findings.

The patterns clearly indicate the difference between the complex

embodiment resulting from encoding carried out by individuals relative to the

total set of complex spaces available to them. Embodied spaces are less in

number than the total amount of global spaces which was predicted by the

symbiotic model of dynamic interaction. The number of covariant spaces in

the complex which remain unknown (unknown spaces) varies between

individuals. In addition, notwithstanding the number of spaces visited by

each participant and shown in the representation of their embodiment of

visited spaces, the spaces which they visited in common, commonly embodied

spaces, were both a less complicated pattern and contained far fewer spaces

than the individual patterns representing embodiment.	 -

The most disconcerting feature for researchers in Life Fire Safety

Engineering (LFSE) must be the exclusion of the staircases from the pattern

of spaces embodied in common. The management of the hospital confirmed

that each individual working at the hospital is shown the staircase enclosures

on starting employment as part of the management procedure. This one off

procedure had not encouraged any embodiment of the staircase enclosures as

visited space.

In this particular investigation the author is attempting to confirm that

the symbiotic model is capable of emerging various features of dynamic

interaction.	 This is perhaps a limiting parameter of enquiry and this is
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included in discussion as perhaps one of many possible lines of further

research, however it seems that simple exposure is not necessarily and

absolutely linked to embodiment. This is known to be a psychologically

sophisticated approach to dynamic interactions bet%veen spatial phenomena and

embodiment in that spatial features can be perceived but not encoded, or can

be encoded but not retained or kept fully functional relative to social

phenomena. In LFSE research we have several indications of this

phenomenon with no extant model for such behaviour (Herz.E.et.al .1978.

Holmes.G.A.et.al . 1996. Jones.R.T.et.al . 1984).	 The symbiotic model

provides a suitable theory on which to build further research.

In the case of each participant the number of staircases included in

their embodied set is limited to one or two so that in no case do all four

staircases form part of any dynamic interaction even when including the

metaspaces relative to each embodied set.

In this first case study the common embodied set of spaces relate to

what might be thought of in design terms as a common circulation space

because in design terms the shape seems to be an obvious product of the

spatial enclosure and thus a spatial phenomenon. Several studies in space

syntax have been concerned about this feature of their mechanical model of

spatial knowledge which has much resonance, as discussed above, with the

mechanical model used by LFSE. Several papers in the field of space syntax

attempt to make sense of the mechanical model with regard to the formation

of core features which are known to emerge in space syntax as 'integrated'

spaces and yet do not have a suitable explanation in space syntax theory. One
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of these papers has been discussed above in the wayfinding section

(Peponis.J.et.al . 1990) and a similar paper raised problems of wayfinding

without providing a solution within the mechanical model used by space

syntax (Penn.A.et.al .undated). One other paper by Peponis (Peponis.J. 1989)

raises the question of a 'spatial core' again with no suitable model upon which

to provide any evidence of dynamic interaction which might construct such

knowledge. The emergent feature of the common embodiment of a set of

spaces which becomes embodied randomly by individuals and also becomes,

equally randomly, a feature of all individuals, fits neatly into the space syntax

model whilst further explaining how the random dynamic interaction of

individuals actually might create a space syntax phenomenon without

consciously requiring spatial phenomena to do so. This is discussed in more

detail in the discussion section VIII.

Having thought of this 'core feature' of common embodied spaces in

design terms as a common circulation space because in design terms the shape

seems to be an obvious product of the spatial enclosure and thus a spatial

phenomenon, it seemed justification enough to warrant a second case study to

examine the complex as a visitor to the system might experience it. The

immediately occurring interactive dynamic relationship emerging from

movement through the complex might also be common to visitors who do not

know the complex at all thus weakening the argument that dynamic

interaction according to the theory of the symbiotic model.
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C.	 The second study

1.	 background continued.

At first it was thought that outpatients might be used in the second case

study, however there was concern that it might worry some and detract from

the smooth running of the hospital. As a result students at the nearby College

of Art were asked to help as described below.

The idea of the second case study was to weaken the theory of the

symbiotic model which asserts that embodiment is a complex relationship

between covariant phenomenon of more than spatial extension. According to

symbiotic theory embodiment itself and social phenomena will also influence

encoding and long term embodiment. The author felt that only the

'circulation spaces' should be used in the second case study since the purpose

was to examine the movement patterns of individuals who moved through the

public spaces provided (ie outside rooms in the hospital). This would expose

individuals most directly to the available spatial phenomena. The set of

circulation spaces are shown in Diagram.VII.11. Spaces are shown as one

pattern of grey shading and the stairs are shown black.

Diagram VIL12 shows the overall pattern of spaces divided up into

small axiomatic spaces in which each piece of the floor area alters even small

amounts of temporal boundary, such as small wafl surfaces or adjacent spaces.

This may yet be useful in the finer grain analysis of movement patterns and

indeed it is potentially although (see below) the actual need for such fine grain
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DIAGRAM VII : 11

PLANNED CIRCULATION AREAS IN THE CASE STUDY COMPLEX

hCULATION SPACE

STAIRCASE

The common circulation spaces in the complex Iloorplan used in the first case study is shown above shaded
grey.
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DIAGRAM VII : 12

COVAREANT CONVEX SPACES WITFIIN THE CIRCULATION AREAS

K> '

SYMBiOTIC SPACES

STAIRCASE

The circulation spaces in the case study complex are shown divided up into smaller covariant convex spaces
on the basis of wall surfaces.

No claim is made for the relationship between the smaller covariant spaces and dynamic interaction
although there is a mechanical relationship between perception at the surface of the retina regarding
interaction using vision.
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analysis in this particular study is questionable (with the advantage of

hindsight). It does raise several questions for further research regarding the

relationship between temporal boundaries and definitions of the unit of

analysis, especially when related to full embodiment potential such as sound

and smell, which can 'travel' through space in ways which are notably

different to sight and visual relationships. Whilst visual relationships can be

'regulated' by architectural divisions of space the aporia experienced in the

quality of life, a larger issue than this thesis is concerned with but nonetheless,

is vary often engaged with these difficult to regulate phenomena, especially of

noise.
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C2.	 The spaces available.

The division of circulation spaces into fine grained covariant convex

spaces reveals a pattern of great complexity in some instances and simplicity

in others. It is interesting to speculate whether the complex patterns shown

on the left hand side of the plan (diagram.VII.12) have any deterministic

temporal limitations on encoding or whether such determinism as seems to

relate to the unit of analysis is less exact. Further research into this question

would be useful.

The purpose of the second case study is to examine the nature of

movement through a series of spaces to see if a pattern emerges which

matches the pattern of common spaces emerged during the first case study.

For the purposes of this enquiry it is necessary to see if the spatial phenomena

alone is capable of an emergent feature which exactly matches the feature

emerged out of dynamic interaction between the individuals and their

embodied interaction with the spaces. The assumption is that such a feature

ought not to be similar between users with spaces embodied and users for

whom all spaces in the complex are unknown.

Diagram VII.13 shows the starting point and the spaces used in order

to arrive at the starting point "X". This arrangement of arrival simply

entailed entering the block using one of the staircases as marked and moving

onto the corridor up to the starting point. On the way to the starting point

participants were familiarised with the pace required, a steady, unhurried
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DIAGRAM VII 13

ACCESS TO STARTING POINT FOR THE SECOND STUDY

ACCESSIBLE SYMBIOTIC SPACES

STAIRCASE

SPACES USED BY WAYFINDER IN ORDER TO ARRIVE AT STARTING POINT X

Participants in the second case study were asked to get back to the starting point X without first going
through the spaces they had just moved through, no other limitations were imposed.

Participants were followed at a short distance of between three and six metres behind and the pace of
walking was rehearsed briefly so that the participant felt comfortable at a pacc suitable to their stride and in
keeping with walking whilst attending to the task in hand. Stopping was allowed but not asking for
directions. No alterations were made to the complex spaces in use so that doors etc were as found.

All participants airived on the floor from the staircase spaces marked above and were taken directly to
position X.

DIAGRAM VII.1 3
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pace suitable to the physique of the participant as if a rehearsal for the

experiment. Participants were advised that there was no hidden agenda and

no tricks or concealed surprises and that they would be advised if any of their

movement directions were against hospital rules, this was to avoid any worry

about trespassing or privacy.
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C 3.	 Instructions to participants.

Participants were selected by availability for participation within a

short while of being asked. Participants were told that they were required to

take part in a wayfinding experiment in a nearby hospital complex and that

the hospital was merely a set of spaces made available for the experiment.

Participants were assured that there were no tricks and no hospital type

encounters such as with operating theatres or questionnaires. No clear

indication of 'performance time' was given except that the experiment would

probably take ten minutes (this was meant to be an exaggeration to avoid

unnecessary pace and from the results was relative to the time required).

Participants were selected from the College of Art partly because the

bona fides of the research could be established with ease through the

connections with Heriot Watt as common to both this research and the College

of Art. This made it much easier to gain the confidence of participants and

enlist help. Also there was a large supply of students who were approached

in the canteen at different times of the day over a period of weeks involving

many different years and disciplines. This was felt to be an advantage

because the students were unlikely to know each other and thus unlikely to be

able to share any knowledge about the experiment. One possible

disadvantage of using students from a College of Art relative to the symbiotic

model was the artistic similarity of the students and the common ages

emerging as a special group of individuals. Case studies are used to draw out

the complexity and richness of the individual thus the danger would be that a
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common background may well lead to common responses, reducing richness

and complexity. With the benefit of hindsight this was not a problem since

the diversity of outcome was still significant.

Participants were taken to the hospital (nearby) and saw the building

exterior on the way to the subject floor as would any visitor. Where there

was more than one participant in a group the others (no more than two

others) waited in a reception area on the ground floor (not shown in

diagrams). In such cases the participants were asked to refrain from

discussing their participation. There was no check on possible discussions

and groups were kept small to avoid collusion as much as possible.

Participants were led to the starting point A and asked to find their

way back to point A by moving away from whence they had been led and

returning to A by any route they chose. They were told that there was no

time restriction (although with their knowledge a time was taken on a

chronometer). The reason for the timing was for possible comparison if

necessary at some later date on the basis that some individuals may get lost

and take much greater time to find a route.

Participants were advised that the researcher would walk behind them

about three metres away to reduce any intervention from that source, that

they were to take their time, walk slowly, and stop whenever they felt they

needed more time, retrace their steps etc. They were told that there was no

danger of them interfering in hospital procedures and that if there was any

problem of that sort, the researcher would alert them in time and look after
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the situation. They were told not to ask any directions or talk to any others.

Participants were asked to confirm that they understood the nature of

the task and that they were happy to start walking. Once participants

confirmed readiness and started off the timer was started and the researcher

followed as indicated. A record of the participants movements was drawn

onto a plan of the fine grained covariant spaces during the wayfinding

experiment. Participants were not allowed to view the plans. (The time was

taken at the last corner of the corridor once the participant had recognised the

starting point A and started to head toward it). Participants were asked to

express verbally any conscious actions they had made to complete the task and

these were noted down immediately verbatim rather than use a tape recorder.

Verbal comments were not considered part of the experiment although in

hindsight they give some insight into the way in which individuals set about

the task. For this particular case study it was not intended that the method of

wayfinding would in fact be investigated since the purpose of the enquiry was

to see if a set of spaces with which individuals dynamically interacted

reproduced the commonly embodied spaces in the first case study. The

verbal comments did however add an extra dimension to this second case

study and in hindsight tape recordings of the comments may have been useful

to other researchers. This author did not however press the enquiry as to

methodology of wayfinding on the part of the participants because, as

discussed above, verbalisation is a transformation of embodiment having a

similar dynamic as actual movement (in symbiotic theory).
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C4.	 The patterns of movement.

The individual patterns of interaction for participants is shown in the

set of Diagrams VII.14 - VII.19. Eleven participants took part. The routes

taken are represented as in fillings in black of the covariant convex spaces

through which each individual walked during their interaction in the case

study.

There are six patterns provided by the eleven participants. Further

experiments were considered unnecessary since the production of six patterns

from only eleven participants indicated a high diversity and what was being

examined was the probability of the production of a single pattern in common

to match the pattern emerged by common embodiment in the first case study.

The shape of all the patterns was essentially a square (or circle

topologically) but the additional spaces and alternative routes indicate that the

common spaces found in the first case study were not an unambiguous pattern

to those who did not previously know the spaces. Visitors did not move

through the same spaces as the individuals in the first case study in every

respect. Visitors did however manage to return to a point through a set of

spaces which they had not previously visited. The way they achieved this was

diverse in both the route (marginally to the task but significantly to the

hypothesis) and the manipulation of their own previously embodied spatial

experiences, which they expressed verbally immediately after the navigation

had been concluded and forms an additional 'bonus' of the case study.
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C5.	 Manipulations.

The manipulations of previously encoded interactions between the

individuals and spatial and social phenomena are noted verbatim in the

Diagrams VII.14 - VII.19 with each participant's initials. Taken all together

they represent a diverse range of different interactive manipulations to a

relatively simple task. The list appears somewhat brusque but then the case

study originally set out to weaken the symbiotic theory by finding a specific

core merely through the interaction of individuals with spatial phenomena,

spatial features of the complex of spaces through which they had been asked

to move. What transpired is that they brought to this interactive condition

much of their embodied experience as will be noticed in the various social,

spatial and personal features which are included in their verbalisation of their

interactive manipulations en route.

immediately on completing the task.

These verbatim notes were made

1. noticing signs and stairs.

2. looking through doors and windows to see landmarks.

3. used intuition based on appearances of colour.

4. used a geometric calculation (four lefts).

5. used topological pattern (circle) (square).

6. used analogy of a main road and side roads to width.

7. used knowledge of hospital building type.

8. used geometrical pattern (two L shapes).

9. used analogy of hotel building.

10. used intuition based on appearance of 'throughness'.

These are the various dynamic interactions verbalised by all the
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DIAGRAM VII : 14

CIRCULATION PATTERN ONE

ACCESSIBLE SYMBIOTIC SPACES

SPACES USED BY WAYFINDER

Ni timc taken lrnin.39.74sec
noticed signs and stairs, one in each corner, and used courtyard square by looking through a window
avoided a through route because it "did not look like circulation"

DIAGRAM VII.14



DIAGRAM VII : 15

CIRCULATION PATTERN TWO

ACCESSIBLE SYMBIOTIC SPACES

SPACES USED BY WAYFINDEF1

Gi time taken lmin.39.49.sec.
decided to make four lefts and assumed a ringy circulation (note that one right was actually taken)

Al time taken lmin.35.28.sec.
knew it was a circle, just thoughL ot corridor width, main road and a big square
saw signs but did not assume stairs
used to hospital buildings because her father works in one and she visits
was not aware of walking around the courtyard although that is what she did do.

DIAGRAM VII.15



DIAGRAM VII : 16

CIRCULATION PATTERN THREE

ACCESSIBLE SYMBIOTIC SPACES

SPACES USED BY WAYFINDER

Dl. time taken I.niin.26.58.scc.
saw signs assumed a square
thought of fire exit and main corridor
made 2 sides of a square and two more sides

Li. time taken 1.min.50.95.sec.
looked for left turns and roughly a square, not sure of location near end of route (similar corridor styles)

Si. time taken I .min.27.80.sec.
noticed signs and thought route would be rectangularish

DIAGRAM VII.16



DIAGRAM VII: 17

CIRCULATION PATTERN FOUR

ACCESSIBLE SYMBIOTIC SPACES

SPACES USED BY WAYFINDER

P1. time taken Lmin38.21.scc.
deliberately looked for fire signs and knew square shape by looking through windows to check.

Cl. time taken 1.min.50.19.sec.
looked for four right angle turns but did not equate the shape with the courtyard.

D2. time taken 1.rnin.50.40.scc.
knew i was around a block, rectangular, looked for main comdor and turned left four times

DIAGRAM VII.17



DIAGRAM VII : 18

CIRCULATION PATTERN FIVE

ACCESSIBLE SYMBIOTIC SPACES

SPACES USED BY WAYFINDER

A2. time taken 2.min. 15.46.sec.
thought of a circle and noticed the courtyard
had previously worked in a big hotel so looked at exits and used windows.
avoided a throughway because it had no visible through route

DIAGRAM VII.18



DIAGRAM VII : 19

CIRCULATION PATFERN SIX

ACCESSIBLE SYMBIOTIC SPACES

SPACES USED BY WAYFINDER

A3. time taken 1.min.47.70.sec.
fol towed corridor
avoided a red space because it "inhibited choice" (note this section on the route taken top right quarter)
tried to stick to public space.

DIAGRAM VII.19
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participants, some of whom used more than one category where the categories

were, for example we could say, analogous or metaphorical as well as purely

geometric or analytical. In some cases participants adopted a rule or logic

and then set it aside in favour of some other rule. In other cases, especially

in relation to the building shape, having reported using an analogous logic of

geometry or topology such as a square or circle shapes, were surprised when

told that this reflected the courtyard they had walked through in order to get

to the starting point.

The diversity and richness of different manipulations must have an

influence on any assumptions used by Life Fire Safety Engineering that

navigation is a simple procedure which can be appreciated as purely

wayfinding. Navigation itself seems to be, as might be expected, trial and

error, but the variety and uncertainty of any specific rule is high. The shape

of the building and the manipulation of geometric analogy such as a square

without covariance with 'building' shape indicates the fragmented nature of

the application of encoding to manipulation and dynamic interactions in

spacetime. It does seem clear that the concept of wayfinding is complex and

not linked to spatial extension alone. The implication in these case studies is

that if spatial extension alone is used to create exits for emergency use then

they are extremely unlikely to become part of either an embodied set or be

'visible' to occupants without better understanding of the way in which spatial

covariance becomes embodied. Embodiment should now be viewed as part

of a dynamic interaction between spatial, social and previously embodied

phenomena as proposed in the symbiotic model and developed using

developmental syntax.
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A.	 Introduction

1.	 The behavioural model.

Several aspects of research into escape and wayfinding have used

concepts which rely entirely upon a mechanical model of human behaviour.

There are good reasons for this, mainly social, mainly that in order to

communicate it is necessary not only to speak but to use concepts which allow

the speech meaning (Gelman.S.A. 1996) (Clitheroe.H.C.et.al .1996) in which

case there must firstly be a mechanical and exact model for all participants.

In 1976 Downs.R.M. wrote (Moore.G.et.al . l9'76.p.98)

"without understanding the meanings people

give to environments it is difficult to know what

constitutes improvement in quality of life"

AND

"there is a total lack of coherent theory in the

area of environmental cognition"

The search for a mechanical and/or exact theory of cognition to match

the mechanical model led Downs, as reviewed above, from Boulding

(Boulding.K. 1956) to Lynch, (Lynch.K. 1960). Appleyard, (Appleyard.D.

1969) and Carr, (Carr.S.et.al . 1969) and to the question of cognitive maps

and environmental cognition. In 1978 King (King.L.J.et.al . 19'78.p.13l2)

wrote

"when the objective physical reality and the
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perceptual city approximate each other

decisions about movement are more readily

explained in terms of locations, frequencies of

cue, distances etc"

The idea of a mechanical link between the 'objective world' and the

'perceived world' is an old philosophical problem. There are two ways of

dealing with that problem, well rehearsed in philosophical history (Russel.B.

1983) (Tarnas.R. 1991) (Webb.K. 1995) (Scruton.R. 1995).
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A 2.	 The mechanical models.

Two 'teams' of researchers have, in their separate domains,

investigated the mechanical model and its application. One dealing with the

homunculi Hi mentioned above dealing with the psychological world, the

world which can be understood by understanding processing and perception.

The other has concentrated on the environment dealing with the homunculi

H2, the effects of surroundings and 'cultures'. This thesis has investigated

the results from such approaches and found that there is a far more complex

reality to be understood.

Behaviourists in general have developed a method, which they

conceptualise as objective study (Skinner.B.F. 1993), which in Life Fire

Safety Engineering has led eventually to computer simulations (Stahl.F.I.

1978) (Gwynne.S.et.al . 1998). Those looking at perception have moved

from the purely visual through Gibson (Gibson.J.J. 1986) to Neisser

(Neisser.U. 1976) conceptualising around ecological interaction. The

concept of ecological interaction has led to other concepts which link the

organism to the objective world as a learning experience (Magnussen.D.

1996). The mechanical model of behaviour, is constantly seeking some kind

of exact simulation, in which one side of the equation, the psychological,

matches up to the expectations of the other side of the equation, the

environmental. The fact that any human appreciation of the environmental

requires a particularly human perception is a diversion from the problem

created by seeking an exact match. There is no exact match unless and until
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there is a mechanical model, this model is not the solution but a creation of

three phenomena which are contained within the symbiotic model proposed in

this thesis. These three phenomena are the embodied, the social and the

spatial which together may become totally synchronised, providing the

impression of a machine or mechanical or clockwork and perfect relationship.

When not totally synchronised these same three phenomena can become as if

chaotic, with no apparent logic to them. Interim stages of apparent logic,

synchronisation in local and low order structures are also possible. The

concept of synchronisation, which in the mechanical model is a rational and

logical model or nothing at all, in the symbiotic model is a series of covariant

relationships each of which exists as a potential building block capable of

emerging as a larger assembly. In order to emerge as a larger assembly

there is a need for some focal agency which in behavioural terms must be the

individual or group. Whereas in mechanical models the interaction is called

processing and passes from an external to an internal source, and then out

again, the symbiotic model understands temporal change as a dynamic

interaction which includes both the individual and surroundings in one

spacetime interaction with no inside and outside but only varying frequencies

of change. The body itself is composed of many different frequencies some

of which, particularly those in the neural circuitry, are extremely quick.

The fact that neural circuits can act as encoding mechanisms provides the

individual with powers of encoding covariant phenomena which, together

with acting abilities, complements the surroundings and others to create

synchronisations in spacetime which have the capacity to sustain and provide

covariant features which can be embodied and enhanced by other individuals

using similar covariant features in similar surroundings.
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A 3.	 Problems with creation.

The third and alternative concept of the world is that of symbiosis

(Margulis.L. 1997 Wilson.E.O. 1998). This concept seeks to understand the

individual as an integral part of spacetime. The mechanical model separates

time and space into different rationalities in order to reassemble them as a

mechanical model of human behaviour. The symbiotic model seeks to

understand how such a mechanical model has been created in the first place.

Symbiosis conceives all entities as the same substance in theory. Obviously

this theory supposes a very different world than one in which there is 'life'

and 'inanimate objects' so that entities become different frequencies of

covariant movement, location and, if sustained, rules.

The objective concept and the cognitive concept as the two homunculi

H2 and Hi in the, now to be seen as a rather naive, thought experiment, seek

to link themselves together in order to arrive at a representation of the 'joined

up world' which we appear to live within. (There are also theories of

multiple worlds (Davies.P. 1991) which are not discussed here). Attempts to

link "objective physical reality and the perceptual city" (op.cit.above) are

difficult to understand using concepts which separate them at the outset only

to bring them together as an in/out process. Passini (Sime.J. 1986) for

example explains wayfinding by linking cognition and action - knowing and

doing. This is an obvious process where the concepts are thought to interact

by a process of 'seeing and knowing' which engage with each other in some

mechanical manner as if the two sides are created by the same hand.
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Garling (Garling.et.al . 1986) for example suggests that there are

"psychological, information processing,

operations and physical setting variables (that)

affect the successful completion of these

information processing operations".

and Passini himself, researching wayfinding, uses similar phrases in

connection with wayfinding concepts which he understands as spatial problem

solving abilities. (Passsini.R. 1996). Passini's view of problem solving is not

agreed by those who bring a more dynamic and interactive interpretation to

the subject (Kozielecki. 1981). Kozielecki for example suggests that the

individual has 'a choice' in what they do to solve problems, they may take

risks or not, this surely alters the outcome? Passini's decision making at

choice points bears similar criticism to that provided by Guthrie cited by Reid

(below) that the decision maker is left 'buried in thought' at the choice points.

It is at these points that computer simulations introduce the die, the roulette

wheel or computer generated random number to shift the mechanical model

on from one state to another.

Links joining up the two worlds of objective and cognitive

'knowledge' put a start and a stop position on the 'joined up world' of the

symbiotic. The start and stop world of the TRANSFER of "information"

from the objective world to the PROCESSING of "information" in the

cognitive world seen as a continuous interaction which runs on both before

and after the one instance of interaction in an unending stream. This is

similar to the mechanical world of the computer in which information is
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presented for processing and then processed to give an output. The idea that

both sides carry with them some kind of lexicon so that each knows the other

is the paradoxical situation in which environmental psychology operates.

Such a model allows space syntax theory, a mechanical theory, to suggest that

ideas are 'in things' (Hillier.B. 1987) believing that knowledge resides in

entities whilst other groups, also using the mechanical model, believe that

ideas are part of some unique human neural property. This has been

described as chicken and egg mentality and we are all probably familiar with

this metaphor and the resulting aporia.
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A4.	 The nature of the relationship

between people and their surroundings.

Who is it who acts upon the perception in the head? The actor in the

body is known as the homunculus problem (Greenfield.S. 1999), the reader in

the head who in turn requires a reader in the head. A similar problem arises

with the stimulus in the surroundings. If this 'creates' a response who has

decided on the response if not a 'reader in the head?' so this is the second

homunculus problem, the reader in 'things'. The philosophical response used

by both the objective and the cognitive world is that of Kant (Kant.I. 1994)

which suggests a-priori knowledge as the solution to the problem. This

philosophical response, given in the 18th Century, led to arguments over the

genetic and/or environmental origin of the a-priori. This led to a hardening

and even divergence of the objective and cognitive positions, each of which

now act in virtual ignorance of the other as to where their a-prioris actually

come from. We now have the situation where each is terrified of infinite

regress - for example on the one side the physiological (O'Keefe.J.et.al.1978)

and on the other studies in geographic information systems (GIS) linking

geography to behaviours (the ecological fallacy. Longley.P.et.al.ed. 1996).

Each side wants to have the control but each requires the other side to close

the circle of chicken and egg cycles. This is the situation at present with

much of the so-called cross disciplinary work, such as the environmental

psychology which looks to the 'other side' to justify their own but wishes to

retain a controlling interest.
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A5.	 The symbiotic model.

Any truly cross disciplinary model of interaction between the body

and surroundings must include the brain as an encoding system

(Frackowiack.R.S.et.al . 1997) which is challenged by changes at any point

(Richardson.K. 1999). Rather than some interactive cycle there is a constant

encounter with a confuguration which alters (and alters the configuration of

the brain in so doing (Rose.S. 1998)). Rather than incremental changes in

discrete units of time and space there are complex alterations in value and

complex and multiple links between many systems which develop both

genetically and environmentally as a species and as

individuals.(Milner.A.D.et.al . 1996) and entities generally. The individual

develops unique configurations of itself as a consequence of its lifespan

development (Magnussen.D.op.cit) so that rather than mental operations one

should think of embodiment as the phenomenon dynamically interacting with

spatial and social phenomena.

The rationalisation of the infinite regression is not into the past but as

the shift from sustained frequencies which are welcome to chaotic random

challenge. This is to alter the view of interaction from a linear development

to one which relates very much more with the way modern science

understands the world, as a here and now condition (Einstein.A. 1920)

(Thorne.K. 1997). If we then consider the interactions as not one but

millions of interactions, not one pathway but millions of pathways, and not

one simple cycle but millions of cycles (McClelland.et.al .1987) or in
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symbiotic terms frequencies, then we have a model of embodiment in

spacetime as the unit of analysis rather than the body, mind or room

separately. The building block of the symbiotic model is spacetime and at the

scale of built form it is the individual in the limited covariance of spacetime,

the person in space as a representation of temporally bounded embodiment.
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B.	 Developmental relationships

1.	 the a-priori in common.

The re-configurations of embodiment by its interaction with spacetime

is an effect which we may call encoding (Frackowiack.op.cit). Encoding is

such that configurations of the body are reconfigured by movement between

the body and surroundings challenging the 'status quo'. The scales of

reconfiguration or encoding are known to link to movement (Lindberg.E.

1984) but very little research has been carried out on these dynamic

interactions mainly it seems because embodiment and change is not an integral

part of extant models. The general rule in environmental psychology has

been to separate out the image and perception so that for example landmarks

feature in wayfinding studies (Abu-Gazzeh.T.M.1996) as symbolic entities

rather than covariant features with merely a potential for embodiment. As

rehearsed above the problem, if a landmark is a symbolic entity, becomes the

exchange of taxonomic non variables, establishing the mechanics as if a

linkage between what is a landmark and what is a recognition of landmark are

one and the same. This (again) is Kant's solution, the a-priori in common

and, for example, Seamon (Seamon.D.1979) makes the point that cognitive

and behaviourist theories must make way for the concept of embodiment and

leave such mechanical concepts behind. (Seamon transformed his own

investigation entirely into linguistic terminology and thus lost the advantage

of removing the mechanical by replacing it with the 'symbolism' of language

which rather obscures the point he was making).
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The concept of the confrontation between encoding potential which

must reconfigure and interact with embodiment already configured, since

dynamically interactive, can occur at any point in spacetime so long as it is

not challenged. The speed of dynamic interaction in spacetime makes the

senses relative, so that rather than looking for artificial differences we have

the actual differences in time taken for visual changes to challenge spacetime

configurations. This time lag will lead to further iterations as the necessary

relationship between body and space is found by trial and error

confrontations and challenges [I] in turn leading to 'finding' larger scale

'covariant hy perstructures' (Richardson .op.cit. above) in embodiment and/or

the surroundings.

Developmental syntax (see above) is a methodology for analysis of

encoding and embodiment through the use of 'space and individual' to link

building blocks of spacetime relationships into representations of probable

embodiment as spacetime configurations.
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B2.	 Creation.

The concept of symbiosis and embodiment allow the development of

value as a relationship between individual and spacetime which is still subject

to dynamic interaction but capable of some valuation of similarities,

analogous relationships which resonate within the embodiment in connection

with the surroundings. Embodiment also allows the changes to come from

any point within the body as well as the surroundings, thus what we call fear

and hunger, being the names we give to alterations in the configuration of

embodiment, will affect embodiment and possibly location also. Since the

configuration of the body is a 'definition' or value, as are configurations in

themselves, then it is possible to establish sets of definitions which are

effectively like rules and locations and movements, all of which are valued by

the embodied relationship to further sets of iterative cycles produced by

controls or sustained relationships.. Thus the individual may encode

definitions, encoded as such within the body, a proposition which is known to

occur (Churchland.P.M. 1995) and which the developmental syntax is

designed to highlight in terms of defined spaces for defined individuals. If

this were not the case then we could never have made the original mistake of

making everything into a machine, a mechanical model has been teased out of

our daily lives mainly because it was there to be observed. This is after all

the basis of Baconian observational and experimental techniques. 	 The

creation of the model never occurred to anyone as a problem.
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C.	 Emergent features.

1.	 the full mechanisation.

The concepts of embodiment and encoding included within the

symbiotic model create opportunities to model a less exact science more

exactly. This is to say that human embodiment can be thought to obtain what

Garling wanted when he talked of 'knowledge transcending particular

environments' (Garling.T.et.al .1982) so long as we dispense with the idea of

processing as an exact science. Embodiment is able to include encoded

relationships between spatial and social and embodied phenomena. One

scientific conclusion is that there are only "categories without absolute values

or labels [4 1 . " This indicates that categories or rules are given with no giver.

What we call meanings are matches found, lost, strengthened and weakened

between several loose categories. The identities and relationships between

them alter. In terms of the dynamic interaction this means that phenomena

are subject to both location and action and also histories in space and time as

illustrated by the first case study. Individual work patterns produce as part

of their quite separate requirement from the actual spaces used, a set of spaces

held by each individual and in addition a set of spaces in common which none

of them had planned to have. As suggested by Boulding in the preface to

Zeleny (Zeleny.M. 1980) the development of emergent features of dynamic

interaction are such that planning appears to have taken place whilst in fact no

plan has been made. The second case study indicates that whilst the first

study produces an emergent feature out of the commonly embodied spaces the

spaces themselves are not actually an obvious phenomenon.
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C2.	 Encoded covariant features.

The body may encounter a covariant feature and encode this as a low

order element of some phenomenon such as we might categorise into social or

spatial or embodied or any combination of these. In a recent paper this

encoding and dynamic interaction with embodied phenomena is found to be

present in animals and even ants so that what Reid calls 'reward cycles'

(Reid.A.K. 1998) create larger covariant structures out of low order

covariant phenomena previously embodied so that 'typical' behaviours emerge

such as spiral searches for food and nests with straight line searches at other,

predictable, times such as those times at which the location does not resonate

with any embodied encoded phenomena which result in changes in say one

phenomenon, the body, linked to action relative to that change in terms of

larger covariant structures of encoding.

Passini refers to conditions in wayfinding in which the linkage

between spatial phenomena and embodied phenomena fails to provide a

mechanical outcome. He gives an example of individuals who ignore

information' because they do not need it. They are 'going so fast' because

they 'know' what they are doing, except they end up in the wrong place

(Passini.R.op.cit.p.327). We can compare this example to the Dreyfus model

presented by Devlin in section III - "novice, advanced beginner, competence,

proficiency and finally expert. In the final stage terms such as rule

following, decision, mechanical, and knowing facts do not really apply to the

expert performer one speaks in terms of skill, know-how, intuitiOn, instinct
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and expertise" (quoting Dreyfus and Dreyfus. p.178 in Dev!in op cit.). The

speed and synchronisation of acting ability related to embodiment and some

linkage to location. Reid (op.cit) suggests in her paper that there is 'flat

expectation', which we could say is a lack of embodiment with no similar

covariant features, unless there has been a developed relationship between a

set of spaces and the individual. This assists the symbiotic model proposed in

this thesis which hypothesises the development of embodied covariant

structures capable of both manipulation and addition/assembly to shift

encoding from low order structures to hyperstructures in some way. The

way in which this can be achieved in neurological terms is through

modulating synaptic connections which provide the missing ability to 'home in

on' the assembly of structures by oversensitising large numbers of lesser

synaptic values (Greenfield.S.op.cit).

In order to reconfigure or retain a configuration embodiment must

alter in some way but these alterations may be so slight that we may be hardly

aware of the changes (Damasio.A.R. 1998) (Goleman.D. 1996). Emotion

acts as a gateway to reason but emotion itself can be understood as an

emergent feature of changes in the configuration of embodiment. The use of

what we call reason is not our 'decision' to use 'reason' but the manipulation

of embodiment into various relationships which allow some kind of challenge

to be either brought about or met (Richardson.K.op.cit). Enough is now

known about our nervous system that further research using the symbiotic

model is bound to be full of rewarding insights into the ways in which the

three phenomena of social, spatial and embodied configurations interact

relative to the buildings block of the 'individual in space'.
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D.	 Life Fire Safety Engineering (LFSE).

1.	 Fire!

Fire in buildings is fortunately not too common an occurrence. In

the most obvious way possible one can describe the event of fire as the sudden

occurrence of change not usually encountered in everyday surroundings.

Society may define the situation of fire in buildings as unacceptable

but this is trivial. Fire is not under the control of society and remains a

random event, a risk. By defining what constitutes a reasonable level of risk

groups may also define what is acceptable by way of fire in buildings in a

more profound way. The group may specify what sort of society it wishes to

have relative to risk. 	 However all of these definitions are part of a

mechanical structure and require costs to be met in order to manufacture such

an outcome. They are parameters which will always be subject to the

random effects of dynamic interaction. As we have discussed above the

group is not entirely in charge of change since phenomena are likely to

change wherever the potential is great enough. This translates as being hit

and miss with new parameters set after the 'latest' disaster (Berlin.G.N.

1982).

If the subject of fire in buildings is considered using symbiotic

concepts then we should ask what kind of configurations are most probably

emergent out of structures which exist in normal usage, disregarding the

event of fire as a random event.
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D2.	 'known' or trial and error?

When we ask what kind of configurations are emergent in sustained

rather than random usage we need to know the configuration of space (usually

fixed in built form) and the configuration of embodied phenomena. In the

first case study, we have seen how spatial configurations appear to become

embodied through movement in the workplace (assumed in the case study).

We have evidence that embodiment can occur through the process of exposure

(cf.Lindberg.E.et.al .1984). Rules about location and movements of the body

emerge out of the dynamic interactions between individuals as shown by the

representations which emerged in the first case study. Rules about

embodiment generally are more difficult to establish because the generation

of change within the body is discrete. However it is possible to relate social

phenomena to embodiment where social phenomena can be taken into account.

Whilst it would be possible to imagine social and embodied phenomena away

from the spatial phenomena it is difficult to see why on site assessment would

not be preferable. In spatial terms this would relate the individual to the

movement patterns they are likely to make in the building and this would be

related to the security aspects and job descriptions. For example the

emergent patterns of embodied space found in the first case study show that

locations such as the cafe, library and records room, not absolutely necessary

to job descriptions in theory, are part of the movement patterns of

individuals.

Whatever the concept of configuring the building on the assumption
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that by providing a 'means of escape' there is a perceived means of escape

seems to be wrong [3J if we compare the emergent patterns of embodied

spaces to the staircase positions in the plans (above). The means of escape is

not embodied even though these spaces have been shown to the individuals at

an early stage in their working relationship with the spaces. Encoding may

well have been made and embodiment retained for a short while but the case

study shows that embodiment was not retained, even if initially encoded.

This phenomenon is supported by research in the LFSE field

(Hertz.E.et.al . 1978) (Leckie.L.1997). Parts of the escape form parts of

embodiment, eg. one or two of the staircases in the building, however the

spaces in common all exclude most of those spaces configured for escape.

This phenomenon is supported in the LFSE field (Hagiwara.I. 1994) where

rules for escape provision have been criticised as trivial rules. Trial and

error dynamic interaction would have to be used in order to leave the

building rather than the so called 'alternative escape systems' when the routes

embodied by occupants are blocked. This would correlate with findings by

Sime (Sime.J.D. 1985) in the use of the familiar.

Case study two (above) illustrates the many ways in which individuals

apply their embodiment to spatial extension when unused to the features

which surround them. Features which may be drawn into plans during

production cannot be understood through the senses alone, much of the

sensing of spatial extension relies, as discussed in section V, in the

synchronisation with covariant social and embodied features. In the case of a

random event such as a fire there is little chance of this synchronisation.
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D3.	 Invisible systems.

There has been very little, if any, shared experience between designers

and occupants. The system of escape should be understood as 'invisible' to

occupants, visible only on the 'drawing board' if produced on the drawing

board. When circumstances are unfamiliar and unrehearsed there is no

embodiment in the individual occupants and the developing fire introduces

further random effects. We can see from the five workers embodied spaces

in case study one, that systems designed into the building are invisible to the

workers except where there is a random connection. There is strong

anecdotal evidence and evidence from the representations of the workers

embodied spaces that spaces devoted to escape provision are only encoded to

the extent that they coincide with job performance. This would also support

evidence by Lindberg in Sweden (Lindberg.E. 1984) that locomotion

pathways were encoded 'more than' other coincidental features [21 although

Lindberg was not looking at this specific problem. In developmental terms

locomotion pathways might well be developmental pathways and this is a

possible extension of the symbiotic model for further research.

If it seems strange to Life Fire Safety Engineers that people should not

take note of fire safety provisions within a building then the LFSE view is the

very fact which must be altered. As responsible experts seeking to act on

behalf of society it behoves Life Fire Safety Engineers to acknowledge the

limitations of fire escape systems as people systems. The fact of a system

does not ensure its recognition let alone its use. Occupants develop their
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awareness of any special systems developmentally or, it seems, not at all. In

order to improve escape provisions it is the experts and not the individuals

who should be brought more into line with everyday experiences of people in

buildings. Evidence supports the efficacy of management to ensure escape

rather than 'trial and error' as a strategy (Shields.J. 1998). Trial and error

'slows' whilst management 'speeds' up individuals by providing them with

directions.

In terms of preparing to face up to a hazard the impact of the random

event of a fire presents the individual with more need for direction than a non

hazardous trial and error dynamic interaction. This has the effect of adding

an additional delay to the time for escape as individuals decide what to do

rather than move quickly away from danger without 'thinking' of which route

to take (Sime.J. 1985). Embodied spaces have been found to provide ways

out for escapees and developmental syntax has clarified this phenomenon by

explaining the difference between trial and error movements and movements

through embodied spaces. More research into these effects in actual

buildings will probably help to ascertain how metaspaces can be made more

effective features of dynamic interaction. What does seem immediately

necessary is for designers to stop using the mechanical model of behaviour

for escape provision, especially for alternative means of escape.
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D 4.	 Trial and error.

Trial and error in the second case study (section VII above) can be

categorised as using several manipulations of embodied features although

these are not specific to any individual - for example some used more than

one category. The kinds of features used in the dynamic interaction on a

trial and error basis are probably best understood as low order covariant

features in creative assemblies having some relevance to the surroundings

which is essentially random yet produces an outcome in stages. The serial

outcomes provide the individual with the chance to continue with the creative

assembly previously tried or alter the assembly for some other, equally

random and equally possible trial. (This description of trial and error

movement makes the concept termed panic more readily understood as

essentially a reasonable response of the embodied experience to failure when

temporal boundaries are next to zero distance from total failure).

The difference between the second case study and the first is not great

in terms of a verbal description of the shape produced by representing the

movements of the individuals in the second study and comparing it with the

representation of the spaces commonly embodied in the first study. The

point of the comparison is however not verbal but spatial. The spaces

actually moved through are not the same. Even in a general sense the actual

spaces are all different. Given that the instructions given to the second group

were simplistic one might have expected the least difficult route to be the

route taken. But how would individuals know this? They do not have a plan
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and do not know the spaces in the second study. Then again the individuals

in the first study do not have a plan and yet there is a common feature. This

is an example of the apparently planned being random, the 'production' of the

common spaces a random feature of embodied spaces overlapping. This

random feature is not visible to individuals in the first study and clearly, it is

not visible to those individuals in the second study. However the individuals

in the first study all share those common spaces, individuals in the second case

study do not nor do they appear as spaces having any particular covariant

feature worth too much effort for a trial and error option.

It is perhaps too early in the work of researching the symbiotic model

to make complicated claims regarding the importance of this difference

between the two types of dynamic interaction. The first type has been

referred to as the emergent feature of embodied spaces, this in turn has led to

the emergent feature of common spaces. The second type of dynamic

interaction has been referred to as trial and error 'manipulations' which have

the feature of diversity of outcome between even a few individuals. We

could relate these findings, simple though they are, to the findings concerning

Horiuchi 's (Horiuchi.S.et.al . 1985) escapees. These followed those with

embodied patterns of space rather than continue with their own trial and

error efforts. In terms of speed those with embodied patterns dynamically

interact using 1O bits per second whereas trial and error individuals are

forced to use 7 bit per second interactions. This is worthy of further

research based on the case study indications which support the symbiotic

model predicting two types of dynamic interaction.
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D 5.	 Production problems.

The evaluation of the behaviour of occupants of complex spaces has

been improved by the use of post occupancy evaluations (POE's) which seek

to relate occupant use to buildings (Kernohan.D. 1992).(Zimring.C.M. 1987).

The most significant discovery made through techniques of POE is the effect

of the division of labour between producers and users of buildings.

Producers, especially the layout designers or planners of complex buildings,

are traditionally separate from the actual users so that the product, as a set of

complex spaces, is more suited to the producer, the society or the intellectual

than to the users developmental experience. The case studies help to

demonstrate that this raises more problems for production than might seem

obvious to those who are aware of POE's yet hope for some improvement by

trading POE knowledge for design input.

Having producers separate from users has the effect of forcing

producers to look for ways in which they can creating theories about users.

The process of planning and design tend to include and exclude elements in

order to provide theoretical relationships which make sense to other

producers. This may make everyone believe that an improvement is made in

production which will assist occupants however spaces are only a theoretical

part of any such process (Zeisal.J.1981/1 984) and the theory assumes some

model of the individual which is still essentially mechanical. The mechanical

model is a pre-requisite part of any design and evaluation procedure which

takes spatial or social phenomena and removes, or excludes, it from embodied
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homogeneous and culturally fixed society, repressive and stagnant, quite the

opposite of the multicultural globally integrated society which society claims

it is looking for. The repressive and stagnant society is both unstable within

itself emotionally and vulnerable to symbiotic change from forces which

appear random by comparison to any systems. Computers can create

simulations which appear to be validations of systems for society but are in

fact intelligent games which can experimentally impose random situations on

complex systems and produce an outcome. One relevant question is to ask if

the validation of such outcomes is going to be easy. In the review of LFSE

research Gwynne (Gwynne.S.1998) suggests that validation is anything but

simple at present with no apparent hope of making it simple in the near

future. Gwynne also acknowledges that even now the behavioural model in

use in systems is naive and simplistic (this is the mechanical model).

Given that computer programmes are in need of a better behavioural

model and more evidence of that behaviour it could be that the reason for the

difficulty is in the systems theory which underlies the simulations. The type

of systems which are of use in manufacturing are not the same as organic

systems or systems which emerge out of random and open ended potential.

These latter systems, open ended systems, are relatively novel and have been

discussed (above). The symbiotic model of behaviour is directly related to

open ended systems and could be used more effectively if the computer

simulations were considered as tools of management rather than as tools of

production.
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E.	 Facilities management.

1.	 The cost of knowing.

Life Fire Safety Engineering research has examples of evacuees told

what to do by managers and those 'in charge' directing their escape

(Shields.J.op.cit.) (Sime.J. 1994). Some researchers have suggested

alternative strategies of training and information systems (Schwalm.N.1981)

(Passini.op.cit) but training has a limited 'shelf life' (Jones.R.T.1984) and

information systems are subject to similar problems of systems and

developmental encoding which fails to relate to the embodied relationships of

an individual (they forget what they learned). The maxwell's demon

problem (above) is the question of where 'knowing' is best placed, in the

individual by training or in the manager by 'being' the demon in the escape

process and telling people what to do.

The fact is that trying to design escape systems into buildings is not

only contrary to the findings of LESE researchers, for example the way in-

way out finding, but the symbiotic model has provided a theoretical

explanation, which even at this fairly early stage in its usefulness, predicts that

the findings are likely to be confirmed and linked to individual behaviour as

tentatively found in the case studies. Trial and error interactions are likely

in any spaces which are not fully developed and embodied as spatial features

(future research must seek to establish exactly how much spatial features

relate to embodiment and how quickly etc but the difference is indicated as

extremely likely from the case studies in this thesis).
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The cost and research effort required in order to simulate all possible

combinations of interaction in an increasingly complex world is likely to rise.

The extant failures to provide sufficient information for mechanical models is

probably a symptom rather than some small defect in an otherwise perfect

system. More evidence is needed because the world is getting more complex.

It may then be that the place to combine evidence and computing systems in in

the managerial offices and systems. Facilities managers and management

who are aware of the need to perform duties of directing and assisting in

emergencies act as the maxwell's demons on behalf of both society at large

AND also on behalf of the occupants of their managed buildings. This is a

real possibility for performance 'design' in that the exact configuration of

both social and spatial phenomena is directly under the control of facilities

managers.

Whereas the initial statement for including human behaviour in Fire

Safety Engineering was to reduce cost, the cost of hardware, the cost of

management is also a serious concern to shareholders. Successful business

and successful societies are sometimes if not often contradictory, especially so

in a competitive situation. The quality of life and the safety of occupants on

an equitable and ethical basis carries a price tag. There is obvious room for

conflict between business and ethical concerns. In the case of facilities

managers however there is a strong possibility that there could be some

balance between governmental intervention on business and freedom for

performance standards designed and built for specific business and leisure

needs. Were it simply a case of perfecting simulations and therefore getting
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the systems 'right' then clearly the need for any changes from existing

production and management balances would be unnecessary. The case studies

have shown that such a situation as getting the systems 'right' is not possible

unless the entire population has the same lifestyles and workplaces etc. Since

such a similarity of lifestyle is a decreasing rather than an increasing

phenomenon, witness the growing complexity which results in increasing

demand for information for computer simulations, it would seem prudent to

anticipate the need for a shift of the computer simulation to after occupation,

with respect to behavioural analysis.

If a computer was made available to managers together with a suitable

developmental syntax interface so that movement patterns, developed from

actual or proposed (but managerially limited and inspected) movement

patterns, then embodied spaces could be more readily represented and other

features also 'emerged' so that managers could begin to understand the

building as occupants in fact might have embodied it. This approach is also

more likely to create opportunities for more insighiful findings regarding the

dynamic interactions between occupants and spatial and social configurations.

it could even begin to gain insights into embodiment phenomena directly.

Obviously a similar result might be had from a researcher carrying out

similar work but the point here is that managers have actual control over the

occupants and can act in more ways interactively, they actually become part

of the dynamic interaction, part of the social phenomena which a researcher is

not able to be (unless also a manager).
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E2.	 Security and safety.

Typical of the social problem and its extent is the question of security

and safety in public buildings. Every year there are horrific and tragic

deaths as occupants find themselves trapped even after making their way to an

alternative exit using tria' and error interactions. The exit is locked [41 or

blocked for example. The only convincing way to overcome this problem

would be to use 'alternative means of escape' routes access to the building.

The first case study shows that the access is not embodied when it is not part

of the spatial configuration used in the 'normal course of events'. This

would mean either planning at an early stage to make alternative access

different from its ancillary status. Improvements might involve

incorporating emergency escape routes into the access routes to ancillary uses

which are found to be embodied as part of the 'normal course of events'.

This is not at all straighiforward. Management play too large a part in the

'normal events' to ignore their contribution and random events play too large

a part in the individual decision making of individuals to leave such

improvements behind at the design stage.	 To do so would be a

reintroduction of the mechanical model with its normative values.
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E3.	 Computing management.

The use of computers to assist management would be an interesting

test of the way in which management might lean toward social engineering

from without or from within. The theory of the symbiotic model is

applicable to the individual and can be grown into any social configuration in

any direction. The individual can switch groups. Groups can alter the

definition of their movements. The development of a computer system

which represents developmental syntax © could assist management to establish

emergent phenomena and help them take action to ensure that either

management or building adaptation was made part of any emergent pattern.

It would be imperative that the patterns emerged by the facilities manager is

imposed upon the building rather than imposed upon the individual workers

since this would be a reversal of the embodiment principle, that embodiment

is the most complex phenomenon combining as it does the social and spatial

with itself. This idea of making the building as flexible as the individual is

the ultimate performance standard.
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F.	 Research.

1.	 the symbiotic model.

The symbiotic model links convincingly with work by Lindberg

(op.cit) and others who are working on the dynamics of spatial configurations

as with living in, rather than looking at, the subject (Smith.L.B.et.al .1996).

It follows on from some of the work in phenomenology (Seamon.D.op.cit)

however most of that work has suffered from transformation into symbolic

references such a linguistic or methods relying upon a fixed structure or

normative mechanical interactions, quite the reverse of the necessary dynamic

and open ended interaction. The importance of the dynamic and open ended

or random nature of the symbiotic model lies in its ability to model not only

the closed systems of the fully developed and proliferated embodiments of a

homogeneous and long term culture, as it can, but also the much lower orders

of small covariant features which emerge in the dynamic interactive

exchanges between an individual and spatial and social features.

The discovery of the analytic unit was made by the author following

an idea by Seymour Wapner who considered that a unit of analysis should be

the person IN space (Wapner.S.1987). That idea was developed by most

other researchers as a linguistic or representational unit of analysis which

removes the interface from the spatial to some system related, and more

importantly, fully developed embodiment. Research of that sort spends most

of its time arguing over terminology or validity not of the nature of the

embodiment itself but of the linguistic associations. One can see this in such
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developments as discourse ethics and critical theory.

The advantage of developmental syntax is that it is produced as the

result of movement of the analytical unit through other units of spatial

extension which provide potential for the existence of the analytical unit itself.

Further research should provide a chance, given suitable funding and time, to

integrate the locomotive axial lines of Lindberg, for example, and investigate

the dynamic interaction between embodiment and the procession of the unit

through a syntax very much like the linguistic rationalisation of sound into

phoneme, letter, syllable, word, sentence, phrase etc. Developmental syntax

seems as if it could become very much this kind of relationship between the

individual and features of the surrounding which include the social and spatial

at varying levels of complexity.

The synchronisation of location, movement and rules by both

individuals and groups by copying etc is very much the sort of model which

could provide a science of design but only once the dynamic aspects of the

interaction are better understood. It is important to avoid the linear

development into a systems approach, as in the linguistic theory

(de.Saussure.op.cit), and look for a spacetime model which retains its

dynamic nature rather than symbols and static relationships. The way in

which the existing developmental approaches, such as those of the model

makers like Holland (Holland.J.H.1998) are very different from the systems

created in traditional engineering situations (even though computers

themselves grew out of the origins of the same dynamic developmental

approach. Holland writes for example:-
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"Emergence is an enigmatic recondite topic, more

wondered at than analysed. What understanding

we do have is mostly through a catalogue of

instances, augmented in some cases by rules of

thumb such as 'place the seed in damp soil'.

It is unlikely that the topic of emergence will

submit meekly to a concise definition but this rule-

governed domain is rich enough to keep us fully

occupied. A small number of rules or laws can

generate systems of surprising complexity which

are animated, dynamic, they change over time.

The rules or laws generate the complexity and the

ever-changing flux of patterns that follows leads to

perpetual novelty and emergence. Indeed in most

cases we will not understand these complex systems

until we understand the emergent phenomena that

attend them" (Holland.op.cit.pp. 10-1 1).

The case studies are very tentative explorations of the effect of

moving the symbiotic unit of analysis through a series of spatial extensions

which are themselves related to built form and perception as a symbiotic and

dynamic interaction. Obviously from a behavioural point of view much can

happen in terms of a dynamic interaction within even a single unit. The case

studies show the representations of movement based on two relationships

between individuals and complex spaces. One relationship is that the

individuals have an embodiment of some spaces and not others. The other
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relationship is that there is no previous relationship with those particular

spaces although clearly, as shown in the second case study, analogous and

metaphorical embodiments or similarities of dynamic interaction had been

experienced by those individuals, in spite of the rich diversity of potential

differences there were several emergent features. It appears that individuals

have some quite specific embodiment of spaces they have experienced which

they both learn and put to use through a relationship with social rather than

spatial features at least to some extent. These individuals could demonstrate

the spaces they 'knew' by moving round them without hesitation. What is

interesting is to discover exactly which parts of the three possible categories

of feature has most impact, the social, spatial or embodied features. The case

study was simply hoping for an emergent feature. There were two in

particular. One was that different job related spaces produced different

movement patterns which seemed to relate strongly to the job and to personal

requirements ie; social and embodied features, rather than spatial features.

This may not seem important to engineers, it may even seem trivial, however

the fact is that most engineers, architects and designers design on the basis

that people move around because of the spaces. Of course people couldn't

move around spaces unless there were some, but the patterns did not go all

around the building they were restricted to specific patterns which were

different. With this limited case study it is possible to highlight at least the

fact that the escape provisions contained within the first case study were not

included in the emergent feature of developed space. This is not new but it

does provide a good example of this developmental method showing up a

good reason why escape provisions are ignored. The developmental syntax

predicts this outcome and the case study provides tentative evidence for the
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phenomenon which had until the use of developmental syntax had no

appropriate behavioural model with which to emerge this feature known

from observation but not known from any rule based relationship between

individuals and space.

The second case study provided another emergent feature, that of the

trial and error difference between a set of known spaces and a set of unknown

spaces. Again the case study was tentatively trying to discover simply

whether or not a set of spaces emerged in the first case study by accident, the

commonly embodied set of spaces, which was vaguely 'conscious' to the

individuals in the first case study, was easily exposed as a feature to those

individuals who did not know the complex of spaces. All the individuals in

the study completed the simple task relatively easily but the 'commonly

embodied set' was not 'feature' enough to interact with the individuals in the

second study.

These case studies have at least emerged two types of dynamic

interaction between individuals and spaces. Known complexes tend to be

interacted with in a limited way in certain conditions, one of which seems to

be when work is carried out for example, so that rather than use all spaces

there are limitations. Unknown spaces can be interacted with but there is a

trial and error interaction which is apparently not related to the spaces so

much as the features which resemble features, not of space, but of social and

spatial covariance together.

These studies were trying to get to grips with the dynamic interactions
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and complex relationships between those interactions and the features, some

of which are discrete to the individuals taking part and some of which are not

available without using some sort of interview techniques but the aim was to

avoid interviews altogether. Interviews did occur in a small way and added

to the findings by explaining some of the interactions. Part of the intention

of the case studies was to remove interviews using words altogether which is

why the job related spaces were of interest. The relationship to the job leads

to movement which leads to the emergence of a pattern or syntax.

In this authors view the development of future research should seek to

reduce or remove all interview material perhaps allowing only incidental

exchanges. The reason for this is that spatial interaction is the actual nature

of the enquiry not the social exchanges mediated by language. As an

example it is easy to understand how the individuals in the first case study

might find themselves making encounters in the commonly embodied spaces

and wondering why this should be so, even while they are doing it. It would

be simple for them to make up a reason and a particular effect of linguistic

skill that they should do so, but the developmental syntax can, on its own,

show this to be a potential feature of the interaction between the individuals

and space itself relative to social phenomena. Space syntax can show how,

given the total spaces as a global system, certain spaces will be 'busy' with

movement whilst others will be 'quiet' but it is not clear how much this

depends upon use of all spaces equally. It is clear from research cited above

(Peponis.op.cit) that the busy spaces are not visible as features to those who

do not use the global system. There is middle ground between 'space' and

'developmental' syntax which would yield results to further research.
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G.	 Design.

1.	 as research

The potential for design research seems greater than the potential for

design application unless and until design theory becomes more interactive

with actual design methodology. The reasons for this have been stated above,

that design has a praxis and/or a mechanical systems approach, especially of

computer simulations.

POE has been mentioned above as the resulting social response to poor

quality performance on the part of designers. POE is seen as a way to

develop information for the interactive use of designers however the

argument has been put above that POE is probably better placed in the hands

of management, especially trained facilities managers.

Computing machines which can simulate dynamic systems are possibly

of interest (Churchland.P.1995) but the essential problem with machines is

that humans are 'knowledge seeking as well as knowledge using mechanisms'

(Tooby.et.aI.1992). This becomes a conflict between the systems which can

be developed and the dynamic interactions which create the systems in the

first place. This coincides with the position stated above regarding future

research into the symbiotic model and developmental syntax. There has to be

some middle ground which features the developing systems from low order

features into the fully developed covariant hyperstructures which are fully

developed systems. As Holland stated (op.cit) terminologies are needed.
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